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. The attached-report is submitted by the iKSCO.Se^etariat to the United

Nations Economic ComarUaion for Africa in pursuance of a recommendation, adopted

by the latter at its first session (29 December 1958 - 6 January 1959*

p.-8). ■ ■■ ■

Attached to the report proper are the-following documents:

(i)* Appendix I 'consisting of the text of the questionnaire 'on the

recruitment and employment of economists, statisticians

' . and related'specialists, circulated by the Secretariat

: , to the Member States of the Ecoriomie Commission for

Africa, ~U

(ii) Appendix II The Universities in Africa: A historical survey, . .

giving brief information with historical background

. ■■'. on each of the existing African universities,

(iii) Appendix III Teaching and research in"_the social sciences in

■'. . ' . Africa, giving' information on requirements for entry

, to the universities mentioned above, on the courses,

'provided and the degrees awarded, with notes on

i/ A summary of the replies now reaching UNESCO mil be sent to the Commission

-■-'■ as soon as. possible, as an addendum to the present document,
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research activities, where available.

(iv} . Appendix IY . Studv_ abroad in the social sciences for.Africans,

giving an outline of the fellowship schemes at

present available to African students for further

study in the social sciences outside .their native

*. ■ .... ■ continent, and providing some stat±&tiaal_detail&

■ . . : .. ...in.this domain, . _. ......

CO Appendix V containing bibliography of sources used in the

■ report and its appendices.

It is hoped that -Member States, will find that these appendices usefully

the information and ideas contained in the'report itself•

Nevertheless the. Secretariat -is-well aware*, of the gaps.In the report <«

coverage,,, mentioned in i-ts -opening pages.f . These wore .unavoidable In view

of the short' time allowed for completing. this preliminary .suo^rey.

Supplemental^ studies would therefore seem to. be.necessary*-■■

Even at this.stagej however^ It.seems possible to draw.certain

conclusions* which are given on pages. 39 to 41 of the report* The mo^t

important of these, even though negative., must be specially mentioned!

the Secretariat of,UNESCO, does not feel it necessary to suggest the

.establishms2i.tr of new permanent regional institutions for the training of

economists and statisticians* The reasons which are felt to justify this.

view are given in the report and are submitted for the Commission's

doiitsiderationi

. . - The Secretariat also feels, it desirable to inform the Commission

that, in its opinion, a supplementary enquiry should be carried out as a

matter of urgency on the facilities.'for' civil "service"and' professional

training available, or to be made available, to young African officials,

prospective and serving, of the higher grades.
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I. INTRODUCTION " . ,

1« T^rms of Reference. ■ . . ■

The present report has been prepared by the TfflEBCO Secretariat at the

request of the United Nations Regional Economic Commission for Africa,

In the programme, of worki/submitted to the first session of the

Commission, the Executive Secretary pointed out that the presence of the

Commission in Africa should render'possible the training of an increasing

number of Africans either at the Commission's headquarters at Addis Ababa

or at other centres on the continent, "Such training", he said, "might be

in general fields- such as economic administration aimed'at providing for

African governments a nucleus of trained economists in their civil service,

or in more specific:.fields such as the'training of statisticians and finance

■Officers,' or in -social fields directly'related to' economic development.

■Short-period training projects'might also be provided on ■ subjectssuch as

the classification and economic uses of government financial accounts" II

As suitable means for carrying out this scheme the Executive Secretary

mentioned-the possibility of establishing a special centre in Addis Ababa

where statistical training would be linked "with tuition in the -allied

fields of-economics'and social research, the organization of seminars and

working parties on •■■selected topics, and the sending out of expert teams

which among other duties would advise governments on the teaching of

statistics, and on-the-jo^ training:in local commercial'firms and foreign

public and- semi-public corporations-. ;

1/ Programme of Work and Priorities... ..Memorandum...by the .Executive Secretary.

E/cJui4/4-. . :■■. . . : ". ■ ^:r..:■'-. ■'■; ..-..;■. ■ ;,.". ... -.-■ ■;

2/ . Ibid., p.7. : " : *" >: ''''.' '
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During the de"bate on these proposals at the first session of the

Commission, the Executive Secretary said that, in his' opinion," any resources

that could be devoted to the training of statisticians and economists in

institutions in Africa or to the provision of -training facilities abroad

for: senior, administrative and .managerial staff, would be well spent. He

, proposed-as a start to establish eight training posts at the Commission

Headquarters in Addis Ababa, in the hope that the Commission's training

activities could be expanded later, thus making a sizeable contribution

towards meeting-..present needs, m ' ' '

- During-the .debate^/ it was also pointed out that Wile scholarships

:;■ and fellowships for-study in foreign countries were of undoubted, value

■' to: the African student,- they were not "the most effective means.,of forming

the nucleus of trained personnel which the African.economy, so badly needs.

It would be preferable.-to-strengthen existing institutions so that.they could

serve as on-the-spot training centres- for a-large number of students.

: The- provision of■training.was .a responsibility which could.be..appropriately

■' undertaken-by governments and-national .bodies,; If a., training institute

. was needed, it,might reas.onably.be, linked with a-University in- Africa or

. elsewhere. The real difficulty lies,: however,: not in the shortage.of

■training facilities "but; in" the; absence of candidates .who. could take, advantage

.of existing;opportunities, international organizations should resist

.-.-..the temptation to create new institutions. They should rather endeavour

to work-closely with Universities -and .research and training centres already

established. It was not, however., clear from, the debates .whether existing

facilities in Africa for training, in the field of- economics and statistics

were sufficient to provide trained personnel. A recommendation was therefore

made to ^ the effect that:

Summary Records. E/CN.14/19> E/QSUH/S.R. 1-13,

Cf. the statements of the delegates of Liberia, .Ghana .and Erarise. 1 bid.

p.56, 105 and 134.
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"The Executive Secretary should request Unesco to survey the

facilities available for the training" of Africans in economics, statistics

and related fields of study. The Executive Secretary should take such action

as is necessary to ensure the fullest use of existing facilities. Should the

Unesc* survey indicate the need for a newrinstltute.the Executive Secretary

should consult Governments and other interested bodies with a view to

putting the matter before the Commission at its next session." -2/

1 "$ When the draft of these recommendations was discussed at the plenary

meeting a member of the programme .committee suggested that it would be of

interest to the African countries if, among other things the survey would

consider the skills of vflaich the African countries stand, in such vital need.

Particular emphasis, he said, should be placed"upon the type of training

needed for acquiring specific skills in economic planning, programme

development and the preparation and execution of projects concerned with

agriculture, mining, industry and transport. 21

2. Limitations of the present study. ■ =

Since the survey requested by the Commission had to be ready at an

early date in order to enable the Executive Secretaryto consult Governments

prior to the following session of the Commission, the Secretariat had Very

little time at its disposal. Consequently, it was■necessary, in agreement

with the Executive Secretary *f the Commission, to limit the scope of this

survey. '. .■■■.-....■■■ . .

■ While the Secretariat was asked to survey "the training of Africans

in economics, statistics and related fields of study", the present report

deals primarily with economics and 'statistics, "which"-'are' the main subjects

of interest to the Commission, Some information is however given in

M Economic and Social Council. Twenty-eighth Session;

■The Economic Commission for Africa..'Report of the First Session E/3201,

E/CN/H/18, p.81. . ■

2/ Summary Records, op. cit., p. 153-
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Appendix III with regard to the teaching and research of other social science

subject's. Geographically the study covers the African coritiijtent - with the

exception of the Union of South Africa,''Which has indicated that it' does not

wish to participate in the activities of the Economic 'Commission for 'Africa -

and the Northern region of 'the United 'Arab Republic, The term African.trainee

or student refers, to residents in this area, of whatever ethnic origin, engaged

in academic studies in the1 field of economics a'rid "statistics or who, 'while

already dealing in government departments or "private firms with economic and

■■ statistical materials, 'would be interested in further;1 tralhing.f^-.Such studies

■ or >bfaiding ■may take place in Africa or abroad, ■ ■ ■.'.'■.

'The study is'also limited in respect of the type of data used. Besides

already published material on the teaching of economics, "'statistics and related

subjects in African universities,' further information has been collected by

using two sets of questionnaires, Th'e^first", "which is related to African

universities' and research institutes, was'sent 'to the countries' and territories

south of the Sahara through the International"African Institute and the second

to the North African countries by,;the JJHESCO Secretariat« Tlte latter, .dealing

with..^he recruitment, and, employment of .economists and statisticians in

government, departments, was addressed to. : the African member states l>j the

.I)irectprrGeneral of UH3SC0, .Information has also been received through direct

contacts in Brussels, London and Paris with Universities and official bodies

concerned.with African education and training,_ In addition, during a.study

tourto Ethiopia, the United Arab Republic, Uganda, the Sudan, Nigeria, Ghana,

Senegal and Morocco, a UKJSCO consultant had,the opportunity of collecting

further information through interviews and direct observations, and of

discussing training needs and training facilities with representatives of

governments, private industry,, universities and research institutions.

On account of the limited time Ttfhich the Secretariat had at its dis

posal and of the limitations of the data 'collected,"if"has*"ih most'""cases

"been impossible' to': give"^-pantitat]tVIe'';ans'viT5rs tp the;problems'1 -raised. Thus

the present report deals with the nature of present^ needs for.' the1- training #f
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economists -and -statisticians,- the problems facing existing training

institutions, the- solutions envisaged and the 'type of assistance required

(strengthening..of existing institutions or creation of new ones) rather than

with the. statistical survey of present "facilities available for the training

of Africans in economics, statistics and related fields of study". Besides,

even if more time and resources had, been available for such a statistical

survey, it would have been premature to attempt it at the present stage* As

will be seen from the next chapter, it is far from easy to define exactly

what constitutes an economist or a statistician in .the African setting and to

express the supply and demand of economists and statisticians in quantitative

terms.

II. THE'NEEDS FOR ECONOMISTS MD STATISTICIANS.

1» The skills of the economists.

The purpose of academic studies in economics may be classified

schematically in the following ways

■ ■ " i« They may aim at a general education and like studies in

history? Latin or any other subject;, help in the training of ■

the mind and the acquisition of ageneral knowledge of the

■' . world. ' ■ , .

" ■ ■ ■■ iia They may prepare to a professional career an public service

or.private business0 That is, they may aim at the acquisition

of basic knot/ledge in economic theory, .economic facts and

economic institutions, sxsS. of certain skills like accountancy

and statistical techniques which are considered useful in

such a career* In the course of the report such studies will

:■■ ■.-■be referred to as basic training in economics.'

iii. They may provide such an all round knowledge in economics and

. • - '' related fields, and such' Skills as will enable the student

to carry out fundamental or applied research,, to give policy
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advice to government agencies, business firms, trade

associations, etc. and to teach.economics. These studies

will."be referred to as professional training in economics.

In practice it may be difficult to draw- any clear-cut distinction

.between these various aims, but it is-useful to disfa&guish between them

:in an analysis of training facilities,

■ Although a discussion of economics as a suitable subject for general

Education may be most stimulating, it will not be attempted in, the present

report/ What the Executive Secretary of the 'Economic Commission for'Africa

Ijad in mind when he spoke of providing African governments' with a "nucleus

of trained economists" seems to refer to what lias been called here basic'

and professional training. The ensuing discussion :will be limited, to these

two t^pes of training, '"'"'" ' " ' # ;

With regard to basic training it'can be said'that education is a

lifelong process. The same is to a large extent, also true of training

for a professional career. Academic studies are. just a beginning. The

main body of knowledge and the perfection of most of the .ekiils needed

is obtained later in life. ""What should be 'included' in tfebasic training

and what should be left forfuture studies becomes therefore a question

of judgement, where the main consideration is how suitable a particular

subject is for academic studies,'and how necessary it .is to acquire a

certain knowledge or skill at ah early date. One of .the goals of academic

education is to teach;the students those subjects which will improve their

ability to learn' from life. " " =" "''' ■'-■■■■

At the conference on the teaching of Economics,, which the International

Economic Association organised with foe help of UNESCO at Talloires in 1951,

the participants, who came from some, of the leading economic faculties of

the to rid, expressed the unanimous opinion that .a thorough, grox^f^g in
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economic theory and in the handling of the tools of economic analysis

-must .form1 .the basis .of...-sound .economic training. U Economic theory-is a ■

- subject ;^hich is difficult to learn without' the aid of a teacher, and- the

sooner, the student, understands the main principles .of how .the economic

system works, the better can he improve on his knowledge of special aspects

of this system through further studies .and practical observations.' But

economic theory cannot be studied in a: vacuum* For their future practical

career students must learn to understand how theory, can be applied to the

types of problems they will later meet in life. That is, they must simulta;

neously with tfreir studies of economic theory, acquire some basic facts -

statistical and; institutional - concerning the economic system of the part

of the ¥/or3.d in which, they .are gpin.g to work. This, system is constantly

undergoing change.. In order to understand it, and in order to see in, its

historical perspective the development, of economic: institutions in relation

to one another and in. relation to social and political.change, in. general,

the student must at an early stage acquire some knowledge of economic; .history.

.' \ ■ At the.Talloires Conference there was also general agreement on the

principle that some knowledge. of statistical sources, and methods is,,-;an...

indispensable part of the..equipment of economists.. §/ Like, economic, theory,

statistical' techniques form a. .subject eminently .suitable, for--academic • ■■

class-room training-, and the sooner a. student ,acquires : some skill, in:"-,

handling quantitative material the.better. In his_future professional

career in; government-or business.'he w.ill.-certainly .one day be/fa,pe£,w.ith

statistical'problems.* Among the :statistical., data he. will-have t,p deal,-with,

accounting data will- always be among" the most' abundant.. - He .-will therefore

need at least, sqme skill in the evaluation and'analysis of such. data,, and

some knowledge of accountance. should be ac.quired during-the basic-training

period. ' '' ■ " .■■ _ ■ '■'.'.■ .■■..; "■..'..,■: .■

e Uaiversity Teaching of Social Sciences. Economies* TBffiSCO 1954, p.15,
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■- '■■- $hile-the purpose-of basic ■ training' "is to pave the way for future

practical studies in government departments,'trade association offices,

■banks or industrial, firms, the purpose of professional training In economics

■ is-to turn out full-fledged economists.' What, then is a professional''"''

economist? In other fields'such as medicine,'law engineering and'even '

statistics,;there is more or less universal agreement on What" constitutes

■■'■■'&■ profession, and the qualifications for entry are often, codified.'' Hot so

■ in 'economics. Outside the realm of academic teaching which has its own

/■^standards,- there is seldom any prescribed qualifications for the posts

- where economists are employed, Whether in research and planning organisations,

: government offices or-private firms/ In■"many posts where; one would aspect

. people'-with-a'thorough training in economics, incumbents with quite '

-■■-' different- ■ backgrounds are'often" found; That is 'riiy it'is so difficult to

■collect statistical'information on the employment 'of or on thei needs for

- economists. ■ Counting cannot start until what is' being Counted has been

clearly- defined. ^ ■■■■■' ■ ' ■■■'"■ ' ■' ' •■■■-.

Still, if'one examines-the kind'of problems'"economists are dealing

with-when they work in public offices or in private industry one may obtain

some idea as to the-knowledge ;they°parti'cularly need, and the specific

skills they should possess. -Tfliat is common to them all is that it is not

enough :to have an'all -round knowledge in economic fields, they must also

be ■able'"-to-do things'. -It is tHeir-duty t6'give concrete answers to limited

problems-v^here. they -can show their usefulness: what will happen to the export

' 'of -cotton if 'the'price-'of rayon drops byv ten per' cent, what will be the

■effect on the price level' or on; tie bounce .of• payments of a shift of so

and so many thousands1 of-people i:from the'i^ricurtur'al subsistence sector to

--■home''marked industries,'how will a five;p:er"cent: annual increase in building

construction affect the future demand and the marketing conditioris for petrol,

etc. To answer such problems a mere;-knowledge--of -economic theory and1

.statistical analysis-vis,.-nut:'ienou^,\/Qne..riaus.t':.be.'..able,'to'apply the. theory,

to define the problems analytically, to decide on the minimum .of-statistical
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other information which must be obtained, to know where this information

can be found and, where no information is available, to organise the

collection of new data and to understand the defects and limitation of the

information received, to handle empirical material, to evaluate results

obtained, and to arrive at action-oriented conclusions. These conclusions

will alurays depend on certain assumptions and the making of assumptions

means taking risks, and evaluating the risks of different alternatives..

.. , ■ This is not all. The economist should a&sf -be able to .impress .

.those who are.responsible for action with the results of his analysis and

with his recommendations. One of the most common complaints heard from

people employing economists in public offices and private industry is that

economists seldom express themselves in understandable and effect ire language..

It seems that students of economics do not get the sa*me training as law

students or medical students who are induced to write briefs on case

histories, and to give an oral presentation of their cases, 21 in Africa

this problem of oommunication is'complicated by the fact that while the

working language of the economist is often English or French, the language

of the people he has to deal v/ith is either Arabic or one of the many Africazi

tongues. ■■ Some" skill in translating.at least the most common and important

economic and statistical concepts may therefore be needed. ' ■

The type of economic theory applicable to concrete practical problems

is often of the simplest kinds cost-price relations and the general relation

ships between income and expenditure and" between investment and production*

Nevertheless$ the professional economist needs an all roimd knowledge of

modern economic theory in order to Iceep abreast with developments in hia

science.

9/ •■■.-■■■■ ..- ,- .. ■
Cf. Graduate Training in Economics, Yale University 195&s PP» 11-12.
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Since economic writing uses often symbols, he must have some knowledge

of mathematics. New analytical tools are constantly developed and old ones

are improved. These developments may have a direct "bearing on some, of the

problems he is concerned with. He should also know what is going on in other

parts of the world, and he should be able to find relevant information from

other countries when needed. Many of the questions he may-be asked to advise

upon, such as stabilisation schemes for primary products, competition between

road and rail, or investment incentives for foreign capital are being dealt

with in many countries and the :experience of some of these may be relevant

to his own wor£,: But in order to keep informed he must have at least a

reading-knowledge of the major languages. For'an economist" working in Africa

this refers particularly to English and Er.ench0

As has already been mentioned, the training for a profession is to a

large extent a life-long process. This also holds true for economics. Before

anybody starts acting as an economic adviser or expert he. should.have acquired

a certain amount of professional training in the form of.advanced academic

studies and, if possible, also of an in-service training in a research centre

of some .description,. These questions will be examined further in this report.

What is here said about the skills of the economist holds■true wherever

he is employed, be it in.economically highly developed or in underdeveloped

countries. The qualifications of an economist working in Africa, however,

should in some respects.be higher than anywhere else,.and for two reasons.

He will have less statistical data and other information available than in

most other places and he-Trill be. intellectually, more isolated. The.lack of

information means that he has to know more of social field research and

statistical, sampling methods than his colleagues working under more favourable

conditions arid he needs more skill in evaluating data,, If he requires new

statistical or accounting data he should.Jbe..aTale__to.. instruct...statistical

clerks, accountants and cost accountants about his needs and to supervise

them in their .work. The intellectual isolation means that he has to trust

his own knowledge, imagination and judgement in those situations,, where in

other circumstances he *would have consulted colleagues or professionals of
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other disciplines. Working more or less alone, no one will tell him what '

to read in scientific publications or will supplement his economic with

the social, administrative or political aspects of the problems he is

concerned with. He can never fall back on the convenient answer that the

problem considered is not purely economic and therefore lies outside his terms

of reference, but he should be able to go outside his own discipline■" in order

to obtain complementary data. He should understand the administrative

machinery not only of the office or firm he is working with, but of the

country as a whole, what it can-do and cannot do, its weaknesses and

possibilities of improvement, and he should have a feeling of what is

politically feasible. This is more important than the mere knowledge of

legal institutions, since laws can always be changed. As a'whole,'his approach

to a particular problem should be that of a general social scientist rather
than that of a pure economist. .- ■ .

2# ?he skills, pf the statisticians. .-.•■■ •

It is not only the student of economics who needs at least some

elementary statistics as part of his basic training. The same applies to the

other social scientists. In fact, - everybody who have to deal in his work

with quantitative.information-should be able to make some statistical calcula

tions, and should know when and how to ask for aid from a professional
statistician. . ' . ■ ■ ■ ■■ ' '

As a profession, outside the field of academic teaching, statistics
is. much more widely recognized than economics, m many countries, for

example, the civil service list places statisticians under the professional

category.while economists, are included under general administration.' As

mentioned above, the requirements for entry to'the profession are also much

more specific and more standardised between different offices and countries
than m the case of economists. ' ""
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Although basic training, .in mathematics and statistical theory usually

takes place in universities, responsibility for providing professional

training in statistics is often left to government -departments or specialised

statistical institutions. "Employers often complain that they find it

difficult .to get any useful work from men fresh from the universities5

and take the view that, statistics being essentially a professional subject

like accountancy, engineering or medicine, university students should have

some practical experience as well as knowledge of basic iheory Yirtien they start

their career." 10/ This fact is in most cases recognized by academic

institutions, but they seldom have the material resources to do anything about

it. Thus the training.of skills in the design of. work programmes 1 in the

collection, the manual and mechanical handling, the evaluation, the analysis

and the presentation of mass data generally takes .place in statistical offices

in government departments, trade organisations and private firms, under the

supervision of senior officials who themselves have had a similar training.

Often there is a close co-operation between.these offices.and a University

institution. The advantage of such an in-service training is, of course,

that- the student while acquiring the necessary skills gets the feeling of a

place -where real work is continuously carried out, and becomes familiar with

the'day-to-day practical problems. The result of the training will, however,

be1determined by the teaching ability of the senior officials and the amount

of time these Can make available for training purposes.

What has been said above of the special requirements needed for the

economist-working under African conditions also obtains to a large extent -

for the-professional statisticians. The need for an increasing volume of

statistical information in practically every field will make Mm.a..key person

in many planning projects. As regards his qualifications, it may be noted

12/
The University Teaching of Social Sciences. Statistics. UHIDSGO
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that, the rudimentary state of, present information in combination with the

■ speed with which new data are generally required" makes it necessary thafc he

develops a special knowledge of sampling techniques.

3* " Present and future demand for economists and statisticians. "

, In order to get some idea of the- number of trained economists and

statisticians in the government departments of independent. African states

and to ascertain the present need for such personnel, a questionnaire .was

sent to the African member states of UKSSCO by 0ESSCO«&.Director-General.

A copy of this questionnaire will be found in Appendix I, But, as has been

stated above, it is difficult to collect statistical information regarding

the employment and need for economists as long as there exists no general

agreement about what is meant by the term economist. 'During his interviews

with people in African government offices, the UNESCO consultant often

received different answers regarding actual needs, 'from different'people in

the .^same office. " It is als'o difficult, when time is. short, to reach'with

a-questionnaire .-all offices that employ or need economists. The'same applies

:with respect to the employment of, and need'for, statisticians, ' ': :

Because of the shortcomings in the statistical material, the analysis

of the present and future demand for economists, and statisticians, must be

based primarily on information received dur.ing interviews with representatives

of government departments, semi-governmental offices; and private industry

in those countries and territories in Africa which the consultant to the

UNESCO Secretariat was able to visit. Although such information, is not truly

representative in the statistical sense, "and is even frequently .subjective,

it seems, however, that the impressions gathered of the conditions in the

various countries and territories are so similar that a fairly clear picture'

can- be formed both of the extent1 and 'the nature of the demand. ' The demand

for highly trained economists and statisticians in government offices, state

enterprises, private'industry'-'and trade associations of various kinds all
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over the world is greater than .the supply.. la most African countries and

territories the disparity between demand and supply is still greater-. This

is the result of the rapidly expanding economy, the almost revolutionary

transfer of activities from expatriates to Africans, and the increasing

importance of the public sector in national life.' .Many economic and

statistical services which have previously been performed by various

'institutions in the metropolitan capitals are being transferred to the African

arena. Hew demands for economic and statistical intelligence are developing

.with the creation of new states, new currencies and new diplomatic and

commercial relations, ■

The Africanization of the civil services is speeded up not only by

nationalist feeling, but by generous expatriation schemes and by the natural

wish of the expatriate to take advantage of the booming labour market for

professional economists and statisticians existing in other parts of the

world. Si the private sector 'the Africanization process is determined

largely by purely business motives. Many tasks that hitherto have been

performed by 'expatriates should tfe better performed by Africans with their

superior local knoivledge and better contacts with the native population, if -

and this Is an important qualification' - trained persona are available.- Pirms

paying the. same salaries to expatriate and African personnel of the same grade

find the.,.total 'cost of the former considerably higher, "because of the extra

expenses for housing, -medical services-and home leaves,- but many of the large

firms, are incorporated and have .their head offices in Europe or the United

States* When this changes, there will.be. a new demand for people with economic

and statistical training for marketing 'and investment analysis? accounting

■services, e:tc.», . ■■■ ■ ...,-■ : ■ :- ■ ■■ .■■'■''

In"'many cases, however, the demand for economists and statisticians

has not so-far become acute. At first the establishment of independent

government' offices' and of new planning organizations, central banks and

development corporations involves primarily political' and administrative

problems, and until these have been solved, there is not much need for
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economists and statisticians. For some time a new office or organization

can carry out its work with the help of information left over from an

earlier administration- or supplied ad hoc by visiting-expert missions, but

this is a. temporary phenomenon. Sooner or later the need will' be felt for

new ^working material and new research, and it is then that the demand for

' economists and statisticians will suddenly become acute.

In the newly independent African countries or in the territories which

will soon achieve independence, the expanding national civil service and the

newly established development organizations and state enterprises will absorb

for some year to come the available supply of persons'with basic training in

e'eonomics and statistics. The Department of'Commerce at the "University

of Cairo graduates more than a thousand students each year, and still there

seem to be no problems of employment. In the other countries and territories

visited by the UHESCO consultant, the number of available graduates was

'much smaller, and the demand for people wais also greater. In Ghana, for ."

instance it is already possible to foresee the time when the saturation

point-will be reached and when only the most qualified student will'be certain

to secure a government post, . ■ ■ - ■

The number of people with professional training in economics and

statistics needed in the various governments and state enterprises is,

of course, much smaller than the demand for people with only basic training,

but, from what has "been said above, it should be clear that the demand will

foe considerable for quite some time,. In most of the statistical offices

and institutions there are vacancies in the professional category which

cannot be filled at present, and if there are fewer actual vacancies.for

professional economists in public offices, this is the result of the

uncertainty prevailing about the best use SLich people can be put to. In

Ghana there are plans for the establishment of a professional economic unit

in the Bureau of Statistics and both the Ministry of Commerce and the

Ministry of Agriculture intend to set up their own economic intelligence

services. Similar situations exist in other countries, Newly created
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■ central banks need people with knowledge of world money markets, of foreign

exchange problems and questions relating to bank inspection. They need

economists and statisticians for their research departments which have to

give advice on credit policy and economic policy in general. Public'utilities

and state-owned enterprises need, economists for market redeaobh and investment

planning. In^many places there exist plans for expanding economic intelligence.,

units, but during the transition period between colonial and:national atoinstra-

tion there is a natural reluctance to-cause new.expenditure. Everywhere the

emphasis is on quality. As in other parts of the world, the demand for

well-trained professional economists may be expected to outrun the supply.

In most of the planning and finance offices of-local and municipal

authorities there is as yet a dearth of trained economists and statisticians.

The need for competent staff exists however, and when it is .felt, it will give

rise to a new demand. In large private firms economists will be needed to

give, advice on.market trends, investments and inventory and price policies.

With changing- spending patterns and the increasing' importance of fashion in

combination, with .pronounced seasonal variations, long delivery terms' and

difficult storage conditions, trading companies are in need of serious market

research, Some of the oil companies and import houses have already set up

small research units, but their demand for trained economists and statisticians

has only begun to be felt. In Nigeria or Morocco, for example, the competition

of private industry is definitely felt by government offices which are-not in

a position to offer high salaries. So far there is practically no demand '

for people with training in economics and statistics from the private banks,

which depend on their head offices - generally situated in Europe. With the

establishment of more and more local banks, however, the situation here may

change also.'
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III. TRABTIffG FACILITIES IE THE FIELD OF ECOBQMICS AED STATISTICS

Iff THE AffRICiff UNIVERSITIES, '

1, Problems-aid''policies of higher education.

In Appendix II some information is given on the -universities and

university colleges in Africa, with the exception of the Union of South

Africa, Nearly alliheee institutions are post-war creations, The only

exceptions to this late but rapid expansion of higher education in the

African countries are on or near the Mediterranean littoral - the scene

of relatively old and substantial cultural exchange between Europe and Islam.

For this reason, the Arab world of Berth Africa displays a greater

differentiation in insiiiution&laf higher learning than any other part of the

continent. Despite the fact that Islam penetrated deep into the Sudan and

Africa South of the Sahara, it has not left centres of learning comparable

with those along the Mediterranean, The universities of West,' East and

Central Africa are extremely late developments in the history of European

contact; all but one of the eleven universities and colleges of West Africa,

the Sudan, East and Central Africa were founded between 1945 &^d 195®, But,

they have all with few exceptions retained formal links with European

institutions. They.draw heavily, as $.0 the universities of the United Arab

Republic and Morocco, upon an alien cultural heritage which appears in their

organization and administration as well as in ftheir curricula,

hike all universities, the universities in Africa have to face problems

"arising ifrom the nature of their environments and the academic and financial

resources at their disposal. These are the recurrent'problems'of standards

of entry,." the choice' quality and quantity, the questions of staff recruitment,-

and the exercise of priorities when deciding between the addition of new

courses and faculties and the expansion of existing ones*1 But in Africa

these problems are complicated by the multilingual structure 'of mahy ","

countries and-with the language barrier which prevents Arab, English or
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French-speaking.Africans from.using common university institutions. The core

of the problems faced by the African universities lies-however in their

isolation from the community they serve. Though extra-mural courses and

public relations do something to remedy this situation,/; universities in

Africa generally, and in Tropical Africa particularly;, serve to widen the

.gulf "between a restricted and highly-educated elite and the great mass of

peasants and manual workers, Five of the universities examined-in this report

are in territories ¥/here the proportion of school-age population enrolled in .

primary, secondary and technical schools is less than 40$ of the total

5-14 age group. .Another five serve territories where less than 20> of the

school-age population is enrolled, 11/ Such, conditions are never static,

and as the potential of university .students increases, so does the pressure

on the university. In addition to demands.from .a rising, middle-class for

the privileges associated with.the possession of a university degree, there

are demands from African governments - colonial,, autonomous or independent -

for greater co-operation from university departments and institutes in

applied research and the provision of_professional and administrative personnel.

These two factors - the increase of opportunity, and responsibility -to the

source of university revenues - are fundamental to the formation of official

policies concerning universities in Africa in general and to the question of the

training of students in the social sciences in particular..

With some exceptions the :Y/eakest link in'the," educational system in

the African countries or territories is the secondary schools. Almost

everywhere there are too few students with higher school certificates or

with a baooalaureate in relation to the. facilities offered .at .horns or abroad

for further studies. For the students selecting economics and. statistics

the secondary school training in mathematics is seldom sufficient, which

11/. African Labour Survey..;International Labour Office-(Geneva, 1958), p.498'.
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causes problems which have to be solved at the university level. When the

secondary schools are modelled entirely on.European patterns the students

often start their university studies in social sciences with insufficient

.knowledge of the history, geography and social, life of their own .countries. ■

■ The information contained in Appendix II shows that several-African

countries and territories lack local academic training institutions and that

some of the existing universities are not equipped to satisfy demands-for

people with higher education. Whether the rational remedy to this situation

is a strengthening of existing institutions and a widening of their area of

recruitment or the creation of new universities .and other institutes of

■higher learning is a question on which it is very difficult to give advice.

It involve.s problems, of national sentiment and' pplitics,financial -and personal

resources, the relationship of academic to other .educational institutions, and

many other difficulties which vary1 from place to place. Since.this report

is only concerned with the training facilities in the rather limited fields of

economics and statistics, the Secretariat does not feel that it is entitled

to express an opinion on these matters. The only .attempt---that .will be made

here is to analyse some of the characteristics of existing situations, and to

indicate certain possible means...of improvement of a limited scope.

■- ■ ■ ■ The--existing isolation of most of the.African universities from the

■communities they servo is, of course, particularly noticeable .in the social

sciences- To a large extent it is caused by something which at the present

time also is. a factor of strength - their close ^attachment to European and

American institutions and their reliance on Europe and America for the supply

of academic teachers, and research workers. When African -universities will be

fully independent and will have their own poU-graduate training and research

programmes, and when the majority of the academic staff will be composed of

Africans, the situation will automatically change. When the African

"universities become- independent and start to award their'own degrees, they

will have to safeguard their independence and their academic standards against

locaJ, political and personal pressure. The University of Khartoum, which
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has terminated' its special relationship with the University of London, has

retained the system o'f external examiners/ and because of its independence it

can now select examiners also from countries- other than the United Kingdom,

Hot only are the standards of degrees awarded .thereby guaranteed and given

an international recognition, but the university establishes valuable personal

. and institutional contacts with other.centres of higher learning. ■

But the African universities are hot only isolated from their local

environment. At least 'in the fields of. economics end statistics they are

also isolated from each other, " As a rule the faculty members in an African

university have much more contact with their colleagues in European and

American universities and research institutions and know much better what is

going on the?.-::, than with universities'and institutions in other African

countries and territories. In the next section of this chapter, and

particularly in the fourth section which deals with the question ■ of ■ research

in relation to the academic teaching of economics and statistics, an attempt

will be made to indicate what could be done in the'immediate future in order

to remedy some of these problems of isolation,

acg_cjf_g_ocmoinics and statistics in.university syllabusses.

In Appendix III the reader will find a survey of teaching and'research

in the social sciences in Africa. . It contains information on requirements

for entry to the various academic institutions^ on degrees and courses given*

on teaching staff and on students, on syllabuses in the various social science

subjects, and on special teaching and research institute-;:, '

■ As can be seen from this, appendix, the requirement for entry varies

from local secondary school certificates to the entry certificates needed

for-the-University of London- or. the French.^ac^ala^reat. Several universities

provide at least one year of intermediate courses which the majority of students

must take-before they are allowed to proceed to university degree .courses.
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As mentioned above, the secondary school training in mathematics is seldom

sufficient as a basis for academic studies in economics and statistics. At

the University of Khartoum, mathematics is an optional subject during the

first intermediate year, but it is not taken by all economics students. Several

economics departments at African universities are, however, considering the

possibility of starting a course in mathematics specially designed for students

in economics and statistics, which seems highly commendable*

In a few universities there is no teaching of economics as a special

subject,, and in some others courses in elementary economics are given only

in relation to a general arts degree.. But the majority of the African

universities give basic training in. economics leading to an economics or

commerce degree. In the universities modelled on the French system,. economics

■is taught in the law faculty, where the students have the possibility of

specializing in economic and financial'subjects during1 the third and fourth

''years. In the Faculty of Commerce at the University of Cairo, a limited

number of stu|#fits concentrate on analytical economics during'their last years

and, judging by the demand for this type of graduates, the training they

get is of high standard. Most English-speaking universities have modelled

their economics teaching on the Universities of London,' and most of the degrees

awarded are London degrees. Generally the instruction is given in the general

arts faculties, but in the case of Khartoum University, in a special faculty

for economics. The two universities in the Belgian Congo, finally, give

' courses in economics' in the faculties of philosophy and letters, leading to

a Licence on Sciences Economiques.

Considering the requirements for basic training in economics which

were discussed in the last, chapter, it seems that syllabusses in most of

the universities giving economics degrees contain a substantial amount of

economic theory. But it is seldom that students have sufficient opportunity

to apply this theory to problems with which they are: familiar. Too often the

teaching staff is so occupied with lecturing and examinations that it has no

time left for.the supervision of field vi'sits, .discussion groups, or individual
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exercises in applied analysis. The students are also so "busy preparing

for examinations-, which in most cases have to "be taken in a foreign language,

that they would have little time for more discussions and exercises even if

the opportunities were available. The examples in the textbooks they have

to rea.d are generally taken from countries with entirely different cultures

from their own, and it is often in those same countries that the teachers have

had their professional;training. For similar reasons the. courses in

economic history and in various applied economic fields often lack sufficient

contact with African conditions. Generally, too much emphasis is laid on

European problems and too little is taught about the economic development

of Japan, India or Latin, America. We shall return to this problem below.

Most universities supply no training'facilities in statistics, or

too little, inhere lecture courses are given on statistical source materials

or statistical methods,' the students have seldom sufficient opportunity for

laboratory work.1 Courses in accounting are given in the Nor th African

universities and :at two or three other places, but otherwise1 training,

facilities in- this subject are lacking. Considering the fact that agriculture

is the most important sector of most African economies, it is surprising

that agriculture! economics is so seldom included .among the degree courses*

Generally this subject is taught- only in the faculties or departments of

agriculture, sometimes by the professors of economics5. though at the

University of Khartoums agricultural economics was recently transferred to

the Faculty of Economics. Another applied subject, business, administration,

is taught.only .in the faculties or institutes of Commerce linked to some of

the universities and at the economics department at the University College

of Ghana, which recently founded a chair in business administration, endowed

by. one of the oil. companies. ... t .

■ Those universities that award ^'University of London or a 'French

degree 'are, of course, bound in the'selection of their courses by-what is

'required for these degrees. Even -where the local universities have some

freedom of choice, there is a natural tenptation not to deviate too much
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from the standard pattern. Considering the local needs- one wonders, however,

if subjects like agricultural or business administration, or skills m .

statistical or accounting techniques, aro not more important for a young man

"preparing"his career in "government service or private industry.than, knowledge

of European economics history in the 16th and 17th centuries or the.history

of economic doctrine, which:now have a place on the -. syllabus ses. ■■ Nevertheless,

there seems tobe a general awareness of these problems, and there.,are

interesting exchanges"of experience between African universities with: regard

■ to the planning of individual courses-or degree programmes as a whole. .Most

' degrees' in economics require' some courses in other social science subjects.

These requirements, which-vary "greatly as between the different universities,

are described in some detail in-Appendix III. ...

" It has been mentioned that facilities for basic training in statistics

are often^ inadequate..in- the African;^iversitie.s^,..Facilitie.s_ for professional

training exist-at present-only at the-University of .Cairo, where, the Institute

of Statistics gives a two-years', .postgraduate .course. The University of Dakar

is at the. moment setting up :a,,similar institute where, as in Cairo,, part of

: the teaching staff will:be drawn from .the.government.statistical office.

.-..Otherwise the-students are referred to-the training facilities existing outside

^iUTrica which, in the case of .statistics, is less .of a problem than in economics,

both ..because; of the. smaller number of trainees, and because statistical skills

can be taught with. much-.less- reference to particular local, conditions than in

the case..6.f -economics. In fact;,- several-heads of government statistical

departments are rather, hesitant, to rocruit people with post-graduate .university

training. They prefer to get new employees direct from college and to train

them themselves. Nevertheless, there is a need for post-graduate courses

in. special fields, though lack of staff and of 'organizational facilities makes

it .difficult to organize these at the national level.

. - As..regards- professional, training in. .economics fulfilling; the requirements

, discussed in,chapter II,. it is rare ^hat an African university can provide
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all the facilities required, The students generally have to get at least

part of their training abroad. Some universities award post-graduate degrees

but give very little advanced teaching or research supervision* Others have

facilities to train a limited number of post-graduate students in research

methodology, in research institutions connected with the universities, "but

have no possibility of awarding higher degrees. But it seems premature to

..establish complete post-graduate programmes in economics at most of the

universities, even if certain facilities should be created enabling students

working for advanced degrees, at home or abroad, to do.'research in Africa.

We shall return to this problem below. For the time being, however,

strengthening of the facilities for basic training has the highest priority.

1 5» Methods of teaching and availability of teaching material*

The main problems' of the African universities in relation to the

teaching of economics and statistics have already been indicated. The

students have to spend .so much time in acquiring and .the teachers .in

■communicating knowledge on various-subjects .that they have little time left

for training .in the necessary skills, , There is a lack of facilities for

laboratory training in statistics and accountancy, for field visits, and for

individual or group exercises in the application of. economic, theory on

practical problems. In most, of the countries and territories, there is also

■a lack of suitable local teaching material. Behind these weaknesses lie problans

of staffing, of isolation and of material reso.urces.

Most of the universities are understaffed in relation to the actual,

the potential or the future demands. In the faculty of- law at the University

of Cairo, for example, there are only two professors of economics and' public

finance and four lecturers, for 1600 students. ■ The economics department at

:the University College of-Ibadan could admit -to their B.Sc,(Econ.)programme

this year l/llth of the number of students who wanted to.take economics,

and both the University College of Addis Ababa . -and the University of Lovanium
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expect the number of students taking social science subjects to increase

fey 100 per cent in the next five years, Even where, financial resources

are available, most universities have difficulty in recruiting staff, .

particularly in such fields as advanced economic theory and statistics, and

there, is often too high a turnover among the staff members.. But one must

remember that the demand for competent professional .economists outruns the

supply everywhere, and not only in Africa.* With a shortage of teaching staff

existing in most African economics departments, it is, of course,, important

that the few qualified economists and statisticians available should be

utilized in the.best way. At present much time is spent by high-level staff

on data collections, tabulations and simple.routine calculations which could

be done just as well, if not better, lij research assistants or statistical

clerks. In not one, university visited..by the fiHESCO consultant,did the

economists have a statistical clerk at their disposal. In this respect the

working conditions in the university departments and research institutes

are even worse than those in the government services.

The problem of isolation has two; different aspects,..$here is the .

problem of isolation.from other centres of higher learning. As is mentioned

in another connexion, economists working in Africa find it difficult to keep

up with the advancement of their science* .But it.is not only the science

that advances, new teaching methods and teaching aids are also .being developed.

Teachers of economics of.the African universities have a definite need to meet

their colleagues from other universities in "refresher seminars", where they

can be informed of new developments and! where they can compare experiences of

various teaching methods and teaching aids. This,need .will increase with the

number of Africans on the teaching staff. . At.the University College of Ibadan

fbhe African staff members have, the same opportunities to go to Europe every

year as the expatriate staff members, but this is a rather unique phenomenon*

Funds for visits to professional conferencos nnr>. +.^ loading- European and

American universities and research institutions will be needed more and more.
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But the problem of isolation in relation to the local community is

even more serious, "At the University of Cairo, where practically the whole

teaching staff is recruited. from the United Arab Republic, the complaint is

that the students know much more of economic conditions and institutions in

Groat Britain and the United States than in Egypt. In universities with

mainly expatriate teaching staff the ■ situation can hardly be better,

particularly when the turnover of the staff is high. Since practically all

tne textbooks arc" imported, they must be complemented by teaching'material

on local conditions,, Statistical and other material exists in sufficient

amount in some of the African countries, but only in a raw formj it is Id be

retabulated, and here the lack of statistical eleirks is a great handicap*

But in other countries or territories there is a great lack.of basic information

and here the supply of teaching matorial on local conditions is'entirely

dependent on research. We shall return to this problem in the following

section.

But there is also a need for more personal contact between the

economics departments in the universities and the economic life of the country**

Often the heads of the departments, and occasionally aZso other staff

members, work as advisers or experts to the governments?" but this is not

enough. Professional economists and statistic:"ans and senior administrators

working in government departments, in central banks and in government-owned

or private enterprises, should be used much more frequently as visiting

lecturers or guests in seminars'and discussion groups than is presently the

case. Facilities should also'be created for students' of economics and

statistics to""wor,k as clerks or assistants in government offices and private

firms during 'the vacationsa In several of the universities" complaints

were heard of the difficulty of getting suitable material from the financial,

industrial or commercial fields for the students to work on. This problem

can most easily be solved by improved personal contacts'*
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Lack of sufficient material resources is at the root of many of the

problems mentioned: the shortage of academic teachers in relation to the

number of students, the lack of statistical laboratory equipment,, of

statistical clerks and of travel facilities, etc. Money is also needed,

particularly in the Arabic-speaking countries, for the translation of books?

and where foreign textbooks have to be used, the'students should not be

.* ■ prevented from buying these by foreign exchange restrictions; ' in some

' '"■■■ cases a relatively small increase in available appropriations would improve

the situation considerably^ if the expenditures could be better'planned

■ -and "for longer periods, ; 'It ■■is noticeable that the academic institutions

■•■'■■ responsible for the ■teaching of economic planning a&& programming seldom

■ thave a "chance of making long-range plans for' tHeir'-own activities. The

•' ;- University of -Khartoum' works on a three-year1 budget,'"but this seems to be

'■'■"■""■•'■•" a. rare exception. ■" 1; ■ -'

■" :- 4* Research in relation to. teaching.:- - ■ ■ ■

This report is only concerned'with training in the fields of economics

'and statistics and not with research" as such. "But the'two subjects are closely
t -■■■ ■ ■ ; ■:■ " ■■ ;. ■ -:«■■: = v ' ■■■:'- ■■■ = = ■■■■■■ ^ ■ x.

connected. Teaching in any subject is likely to become more interesting and

effective when it is undertaken by people who are engaged in research, and

this is particularly true about the social sciences. Active participation,

in research is -also a'way to acquire the skills of -a--professional economist

:-. ' ■ "' or statistician, : Universities attempting :tb'teach economics arid statistics

above the elementary level must therefore provide at least'some'possibilities

1 ■ '■' for research*- " ■■■■■■' ■ - ■' - ' ■ :';

Special research institutes with programmes in the social science

'" ' " fields are connected with some of the African universities. The best

known ones are the- Instituf JranQais d'Afrique Ho ire at Dakar, the Mgerian

Institute of Social and Economic Research in Ibadan and the East African

Institute of Social Beeearch in Kampala. The Rhodes-Livingstone Institute

for Social Research at Lusaka may also be mentioned, although it has no
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formal connexion with the University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.

Other universities provide some research facilities in the social science

fields even if they have not set up special institutes. The University of

Khartoum, for example, has recently received a grant from the Ford Foundation

for economic re-search.

Several important contributions to the knowledge of. African economic

problems and .conditions have been-and are being;made^ by these various

institutions, but far from enough,' In fact, much more is .spent on acadenic

research on African problems outside Africa than,in Africa itself0 As

mentioned above, most students ,get at least_part of their.post-graduate

training in economics and statistics abroady and when- they write their

master's or doctor's dissertation on problems of African economics, they

generally do so in a .library in a foreign country, .But they .rarely have a

chance to select topics which require field research. More field research,

based on the collection of new statistical data in combinat ion with interviews

and direct observations, ■ia_needed if the more flagrant shortages of local

.teaching materials,are to be met. It is also important that the students

who prepare themselves for future careers as professional economists and

statisticians in Africa should have a chance to learn this type of research

techinque. Improved facilities for economic and statistical .research in the

African universities has, indeed, a very high priority.

. . ■ -. . To be able to do more research on local African proble.ms and to

supervise more students doing research, the staff,members; of the economics

faculties, and departments need statistical-clerks,.statistical-laboratory

equipment, and funds for local travel. Put above all, they need .more time.

At present they have time and resources for research, mainly when they are

away from Africa,, on home leave or on fellowship grants from some foundation*

Tflien they are at home, their working days are mostly filled with examination,

teaching and administrative""obligations,, If the economics faculties and

departments.could be provided* at least temporarily, with funds for visiting

professors which could take over some of the teaching load.of the permanent
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staff members, so that- the latter could get some time for research and

for research supervision, much would "be. gained. What is needed in the first

instance is not mousy for large .research projects, which are so much in

fashion among the money-awarding-authorities .and foundations, "but the .

opportunity .to carry out a series of limited studies directly connected with

the .teaching programmes. .

XV". TRABMG FACILITIES QU'JSIDE TSB AFRICAN

1. Academic studies abroad. - ..--.- ■>'.-■■.

' Since 'several African countries and territories lack academic training

facilities, either as a whole or with reference to certain subjects' or

certain levels of training, there is a large number of Africans pursuing

their academic studies abroad. In Appendix IV some statistics are given

on the number of African students studying in various parts of.the world,

and on the number of foreign students in some of the African universities. But

the figures are far from complete, and it has been, impossible to break them

down according to individual academic disciplines. How many Africans are at

present studying economics and statistics at foreign universities, whether and

to what extent this number could eventually be increased, are both unknown

factors, ■ ' , ■ ■ ■ ■

Miere no local training facilities exist, the governments generally

give grants for foreign study'to 'a selected number of students in those fields

where there is particular need for trained people. Usually the student must

commit himself to work for the government for some years when' he returns. But

there are also grants from local authorities, marketing boards, missionary

societies, private firms, etc., and lately an increasing number of

scholarships offered hy foreign' governments or educational institutions

have become available.
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As soon as local training facilities or a sufficiently high standard

exist, it will of co-urse fee important to use them. There.is always a risk

that the students .with the best secondary school/records will be attracted

by scholarships from foreign universities, which will lower the intellectual

standard at the local university. In the social sciences, where knowledge of

local economic, social and political conditions is so important, it seems

preferable that a student start his studies at home whenever possible. But

there is -also another .and quite a different problem connected with studies

abroad. The academic standard of a foreign university may well be lower than

tha* of the local university, and it .may then happen that ;the degree the

student has obtained is not recognized when he returns. Though most governments

hesitate to forbid .anyone to go abroad for studies, some of them openly warn

students they are able to contact about the problems involved.

As has been ..mentioned above, facilities for professional training

in statistics exist at present only at the University of Cairo and (as from .

the academic year 1959/60) at the University of Dakar. Otherwise African

.students are referred to foreign universities for' advanced studies:.'in this

subject* fox professional training in economics or at'least.part'of this

training, African students generally go abroad also. While it might be

premature to establish .complete post-graduate programmes in economics at

most of the African universities, it has been recommended that advanced

students get better opportunities to carry out research in Africa than exist

at present. This would mean that some of the post-graduate students would

return home in order to collect material for their dissertations,, and then

return to the foreign university in order to receive their degree. It is,

however, highly recommended that they get a chance to start their professional

training in a university which has the facilities to teach advanced economic

theory and statistics, and where they can meet unew professors and students

from other countries.
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2. Professional training and special training courses.■

Like the members of other professions, doctors, lavifyer's.; engineers,

etc., professional economists and statisticians heed to complement their

academic studies by adequate training applied to the job they are about to

engage in; and they need to keep abreast, as their career progresses^ with

new developments in their particular field of professional activities. Hence

the dual necessity of proper initial post-entry training and of adequate

in-service training, which exports in public administration consider more and

more as a continuing process. This is particularly true for economists, .and

it is true everywhere, not only in Africa.

However, in most government offices in Africa doing applied economic

and statistical research, which would be suitable as training centres

for young and inexperienced economists and statisticians, the senior staff

has so much to do that they have no time left for training, and the middle-

grade staff is seldom sufficiently competent.. Vflrten a university-educated

economist or statistician is recruited, he generally has immediately to fill

a vacancy which has remained without an incumbent too long already. The

situation seems, however, to "be a little better with regard to statistics

than to economics. Several statistical departments, e.g., those in Cairo

and Lagos, arrange special courses for newcomers? and other centres try tn

arrange assignments for the newly recruited statisticians" in such a way that

they gradually acquire the necessary skills. In the field .of economics this

is" more difficult. In the Ministry of Planning in Cairo, where there are a

number of professional economists on the senior staff, they are able to

supervise the young economists coming from the universities in an efficient

way, and to give'some' initial training in economics also to engineers and

agronomists,' The follow-up-of existing plans is, incidentally:^ ari excellent

way for a student to make'himself acquainted with economic planning'problems»

But those conditions are exceptional. Generally there is'seldom more than

one trained economist in a government office, if-any, and the tasks he has

to deal with may not be particularly instructive. ■ ' ' ■■■•..■.
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As" a whole, the large private companies seem .to take tmining problems

mush more seriously than government departments, even if their training

programmes are directed more towards management than to economic arad sta

tistical, analysis. Most of them have special training officers attached to

their personnel departments, whose sole function is to plan and follow up

the in-service training of the staff. On such topics as demand projections

and analysis of marketing conditions and investments, which are of great

importance for most African economists, the best training existing today is

found "- in some of the oil companies and trading firms. The oil companies

have the special advantage that they give their "best staff members the

chance to get some training abroad also.

The creation of 'facilities for students of economics and statistics

to work as clerks or assistants in government offices and private firms

during their vacation has been recommended above. It is of'.oourse even more

important to create at least some facilities for in-sexvice training for

students who have completed their academic studies. As it is now, many

young economists are placed in posts where they have very little use for their

academic training, still less the opportunity to perfect their skill. The

establishment of research units in central banks, ministries of finance, and

planning and development organisations could absorb a certain number of

trainees? and the placement of trainees in government corporations whore

they can get acquainted with practical marketing;costing, investment and

finance problems under proper supervisions is of fundamental importance*

Only by these means can it be hoped to satisfy the future demand for

professional economists; ihaving the proper practical training.

Because,vof the limited facilities for in-service^training existing

in most African countries and territories, there is a great need for

.in-service training abroad. It is hoped that the Economic Commission for

Africa-arid the various research units of the United Nations and the ...

Specialized Agencies, as well as similar units in government departments,

research organizations and private firms outside Africa, will be able to

satisfy at least part of this need. But there is also a need for special
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training courses of various kinds", partly as a substitute for in-service

training, lout also-because if is so difficult in Africa for active .economists

and statisticians to keep up with- developments in their respective -fields, .

To some extent this need is filled by the public administration centres in

some countriess and by some .of the.-international txsining programmes described

^n Appendix IT. But often these latter programmes are of-such, long duration,

that African governments■find it difficult to supply candidates. People

in a position to apply new knowledge- effectively..can seldom be .spared for .

long." -What are particularly needed: are seminars or c6urses_ ..on specific

topics,, such-as co.st-of-living studies, ■ exchange-control problems or the .

financial management of. government-owned corporations,.not.lasting more than

two.weeks," and at which those who are directly.concerned with..-these^ problems

could meet each other and experts from other parts of .the wor^d. In the

orgpri...nation and follow-up of such seminars, the Economic Commission for'

Africa will have another important function to. fulfill,

CONCLUSIONS AND

- It was stated during .the debate in the Commission, which led up to

the.request, for this .report, that provision for training was a responsibility

which could more appropriately ;be undertaken by governments and national,

bodies than by .international organizations, W Most_of the observations -

■made In the report regarding the present training facilities1 in the fields

of economics and statistics relate to problems that .can'be solved only1 ■

through actions by national governments or local university authorities.

To this category belong'the remarks on the relative shortages', of secondary

school graduates, the.1'need for special courses in'mathematics'for economics

"and statistics students/ -the lack of. training facilities in statistics' and

accountancy, the shortage of academic teachers in relation to the number of

students, the need for. local' teaching material, for statistical clerk and- ■

calculating machines, ".for research facilities at the^ post-graduate level,- ■

12/ Cf. above p.2c . .
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and for suitable centres, for in-sorviice training, etce But even.if these

problems are the concern primarily of- the local university authorities and of

■the., national governments, it; does.not mean that their solution cannot be

accelerated by appropriate international action. .. . .

As has "been observed in Chapter II, heads of-econdmics departments

in African universities- who are aware of the shortcomings; of^their present

training programmes- are "iiiterested in an exchange of experience "with

regard to the planning of individual courses and of.degree requirements in

general. There is also -a need for "refresher1 seminars" for academic

teachers- in economics'and'"statistics. The-most-appropriate "body to organize

such an exchange of information and such_"refresher seminars"- seems to be

the Economic Commission for Africa in co-operation '■'■with UIISSCO-. It1 is

recommended-that the necessary action in this direction be taken as soon

as possible, "■ ■ ' ' ■" ■

In order to improve the staffing facilities , particularly in such

fields as advanced economic theory and statistics, and in order to make

it possible for present staff members ■..of-African universities to -spend

more time on research and on supervision of research students, it is

recommended that governments request aid in the form of visiting professors

from UNESCO through regular technical assistance channels. There are other

international organisations and bilateral progranmes that may be" considered

in this connection* Some of these bodies may also provide aid for the

purchase of statistical laboratory equipment, for travel in connection

with post-graduate research programmes, etc.

. . Jfcer.e no professional training facilities exist, the governments

are urged .to ask for fellowships through the technical assistance progiammes,

arid..the same holds true with respect to in-service training:in foreign,

.countries. It is in this latter field, and in the organisation of special

-seminars and ad hoc training courses,.that the Economic Commission for

Africa..can provide the. most immediate aid in connection with the .draining
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of African economists and statisticians, and it is recommended that the

Commission acquire such staff - mainly administrative - and such financial

resources as will enable it to fulfill these taska

The Secretariat, in its report, recommends the strengthening of

existing academic institutions in Africa, the creation of better facilities

for in-service training and the organization of seminars on special topics

on an ad hoc, basis, rather than the establishment of any new regional

permanent training institutions at the professional level, bearing in mind

not only the relative priorities of the various needs, but also the possibili

ties of staffing. With the general shortage of skilled professional economists

iThich exists all over the world, it seems that one is more certain of

immediate results if available funds are concentrated on short-term visiting

professorships and on eld hoc, seminar assignments than on the creation of

permanent institutions which one may not be able to staff.
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QUESTIONNAIRE ..... . , . . ,

The 'Recraitment and Employment of Economists, Statisticians,

',-,,:< .■;'■ ■ " " and-Related Workers

: . On behalf. oT the. "United Nations Economic.Commission for Africa, UHES-QQ' has.

•undertaken a survey of teaching and research facilities in the. Social, .Sciences in

We are particularly anxious to establish the present numbers of trained

;EGonomis"ts\an.d Statisticians-employed in the-'government "departments' o'f "-the

independent. States in-Africa, andto ascertain the.need for such personnel..

It will also be noted that we would" like to know whether other Social.. 3c;LentistDj

notably, Social Anthropologists, Social Psychologists,. Urban and Rural Sociologists,

are employed or consulted for specific projects by the governments of the States

concerned. ,
a ■ ■

We would be grateful, therefore, if yqu would provide information on the

following points.

Question I: What are the present numbers of Economists and/or Statisticians:

employed in your Ministry or Department? .... . .....

Question lit . What" are (a.)..their administrative ..grades?

(b) 'their qualifications:?

Question III: What are their nationalities or citizenship? ....

Question. IV: How many existing posts for Economists anxl/or .Statisticians, in

your Ministry or department remain unfilled at present?

Question Yy, ., Could you provide an estimate .of the number o£{ acLditipJial- posts

;- . , .. ;for ■Economises... and/or Statisticians which will be needed.during

.■;" . : . the..period ..1960-1965? apart from Replacements? . -■

.Question yi: What qualifications are expected, from candidates applying for

.. .. .. these iDOsts?
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Question ¥11

Question, VIII:

Question; 3X* "-.

Question X:

Question XI i

Question XII:

Question XIII;

If more personnel is needed, does the Ministry or Department

cjoncerne.d.exp.ect to satisfy this need by rec;ruj/fcing

(a) can(Mdatesvtxaine.d in local institutions?

(b) candidates trained in institutions elsewhere in Africa?

. ■■■;■■. (c) candidates 'trained-in-■institutions' outside of Africa?

Is any in-service, training programme in operation,; or^planned,

within the Ministry or Department?

Does.-the Ministry or Department;experience difficulty Wrth its

personnel, because-of.deficiencies in basic training?

,Does the Ministry or. Department,,.experience-difficulty in

recstuiting or retaining personnel .because pf competition .for

trained Economists, and/or Statisticians

,;. . . (a) on the part of local teaching, or-research ■

institutions? . ,._„. . ......:. .. , ,-...

(b). on the part of private enterprises or public .

■:---.■■ ■'::■.: corporations? ■■:■ ■ '■: - .- 'r ■ '.■■"' '>;...;■ .-; , ..,- .-

Does any Ministry or Department employ or consult persons

trained as: ' ■ ■ -■;,■■■ ■'. ; .■ ■.": ,1 ■_■■ ■ •■

(el),.:S6cial inthropologists? ...

(b) Social Psychologists?

■■(©)/ Sociologists;?

"If such Social Scientists listed in Question XI:'are employed or

consulted, for'what kind of projects is -feheir advice Eeq.uired?

Is the Ministry or Department awaxe of the number ;;olt'

!from the State at present studying Economics, Statistics,

Anthropology, Psychology', 'Sociology, abroad, and who might be

re0.2raai.ted. at a future date? . .If-so., at ..what institution^?
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APIEHD3X II "■ :

THE. UNIVERSITIES BT.AERICi. .A HISTORICAL SURVEY. . -

The following material has been .prepared as complementary information to

Chapter III, Section 1* of the re'portl 'The'.sources of the material will be found

'""in the Bibliographical Appendix

■ ,. H)KPH AFRICA, THB.STJDAM, THE "HORN OF AFRICA, :. ■ .,.-■

'■' /' . Universities; in the region.are■'6'iC three kinds:' the traditional and ancient

centres', in which, the instruction of Islamic theology and jurisprudence is'paramount,

" -to"the exclusion of western, disciplines; the modern State universities created ;

within the national education systems; of the countries concerned; and a, few,y;

■ foreign1'universities subsidised feom abroad, Tunis, Fea and Cairo have nurtured

■institutions of the&rst' type' - the guardians, of Arabic language and thought.) :

formalistic and conservative. Cairo,. Damascus, Bagdad, Algiers and Rabat have

be.come' centres' for the second type, .Beirut and Cairo contain examples^of the

third. Here, we are concerned'only w^th the. second two categories, and of these

only those on the African' continent and in the northern territory of .the United

Arab Republic. ( ; , _ . . ../

The ITnited Arab Republic: TJae-thiyersity of Cairo

\ .... £he University of Alexandria.

!£he University of Heliopolis

! ":■'"" ■■■■"■ ■ - The Syrian:University'■ ' ■ . .' ' ' ■■' '-;-__ "'■

■ '"" " :'■ :-■'.■'■' The American University at Cairo.- '■ . ■' ■■■ -■ ■•■■■■

;' ■ : 'Of the-'North'African countries the United Arab Republic is probably the best

■'■ se rVe'% Withilistitut ions of higher learning-- Apart from the Islamic centre of.

il'Ashar which Originated as early as 970, the first university teachihg European

'" 'disciplines - the &nerican University at Cairo - was established in 191'9" as .an...

independent institution governed by a Board of Trustees in America an^ financed.. .' .

from endowment^'. It had .673 students during the-academic year-1956-1957• ,-'

'" '. ' The American University was-followed by ths creation of the;- Syrian University

■at'Damascus in|1924 which absorbed older faculties-of Medicine .and Law. /.Thia■■ ■

: institution wak reorganised in 1946i■ and a. decade, later it/had a-student' enrolment;

of about 3,000;. ■ ■ ■'.•■■ , ■ ■■ . " ; ...■!■■■
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Cairo University .(formerly., called:Fouad I) rVfai/^Qiastituted as a State

Institution in 19Z5 and now has over JO,000 students*

In 1942- the University of Alexandria, (formerly called 'Farouk' I) was. also

'founded as a State 'university, incorporating sections of the fa6uitj.es o'f Arts,

Law and Engineering of Fouad I. In 1957 it had some 9,000 students.

The most recent c'reation. w. the. .University,of .Heliopolis' (aiso known as

'Ain, Shams and Ibrahim Pasha..University) which..v/as.established in Cairo in 1943 -

"by tne expansion of the former Higher Institute'of Financial''and Commercial

Studies, .and founded as a .State university in 195.0. Seven years .later, it had

about 16,000 students. ' " " " ' : ' " ' '"*■ * '" ■ '■" '■ ■

All these institutions, apart from the American University, are supervised

by the Ministry of Education;' arid, with "the exception of a few lectures, the

medium of instruction is Arabic'

'Since the creation of the United Arab Republic, it has been'official :pbliey

to leave the existing university structure intact and concentrate'both bn"J

"broadening the -base of the educational pyramid'and on the creation of 'technical

and secondary institutions responsible to the Ministry of Education. The aim. of

this policy is to provide the State with skilled personnel for indus^try, ''agriculture

and commerce. Two new -technical' institutes have recently--b>Bn-:'esiabi-£she'd--at,

Mansourah and Mihieh for the electrical and*mechanical trades.- These have, been

complemented by three'higher commercial'inatitutes at Tanta, Zagaaig and Assiout.

Entry to these is by Secondary 'School Certificate; and 'students in their fourth

year specialise on finance and commerce, and on'training to teach these subjects*

It, is hoped that these institute's, together with'the'Ins'titut Pedagogcique Superieur

at Alexandria, will provide the necessary'technical' school'teachers to'teach

elementary economics and commercial and other technical "subjects' at a pice-university

level. ' ' -.'.....

The second notable feature of official policy in the'United Arab Republic

is the stress on cultural co-operation"vdth the Horth African countries "and the

Sudan, fellowships for foreign'1 students were ' increased "from" 50 in I957 to 108;

the University of Cairo has opened a branch in Khartoum and'"Egyptian teachers are
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sent to the Sudan, Syria., Eritrea, Somalia, Libya, and Ethiopia and to the Egyptian

School.irx Morocco,. ... . . .. ■. . :. . ■:

The Sudan:' The University of Khartoum" '

The University of Cairo ' ■

In the Sudan," the University College of 'fehartoum which grew out of the Gordon

Memorial College acquired academic status under' special, relationship with the

University of London in 1945- Seven months after the establishment of the new

* ' Republic of the Sudan' in I95S the relationship was ended, and the University of

' Khartoum came into" being,'with full autonomy, by. act of .Parliament and with power .

to grant its own degrees. The medium, of instruction is English, except in the

departments of Arabic 'and. Islamic Law. In 1958. it had .an. enrolment of 696 students.

The" University of Cairo has recently established,a "branch in Khartoum. In

'" '"'its faculty of .Commerce the number of enrolled students during the academic year.-

"1958/59 was 2.65 H ' \ ' . ".'

Ethiopia.; The. University College of Addis .Ababa;/ •■ • = ■ -

The University1 ■^College^of-. Addis Ababa was founded'in 1-950 and .is free of

' ;external academic voontm£; with its independence^gExaranteed by Imperial Charter

o^dftsiiration is English..--^ has about J00 students*

France,., departments o£..A8$?i&J The University of ..

. .The nniye.rsity °t Algiers, .was cp.n^;titut.e^ in 190?, when....it .^nco.rjo.rated

...important schools of Lav^ Letterg;.;^d^Spienc.e.;4a:ting fro.m 18.79:? as well, ^s a

s.cl3.pQl..of S/Iedicine .foundea,.t.hir.t:yyea,rs. earlier. .Since- 1909 it has been governed

by the same, ruje.s as the f,rencLh.,unjYe?rsities, .and its teaching staff recruited in

the same conditxons. The medium of\instruction .is Prench. By 1958 its student

population had risen to just over 5,000,

'■'"The" University of 'feabet, whlchr^cpr.porat'es: ol'der; instituteg'of .Letters,

1/ P^G. fe.es. Educational Statistics. Academic Year 1958-59* Mimeographed,
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iSr and Science,' was founded as a State institution in 1957* French is, as

with many other African countries, the,medium of .instruction, thoughthere are

sections in Arabic in the Faculty of Law. It had about 2,000 students In..'.its

first academic year, 1957-1958. . '"

. The Moulay Hassan Institute at Teto.uan. and the Centre for Moroccan Studies

: (Centro de estudios .marroquies) hare no teaching obligations.

. As with many other African countries, in Morocco, where the demand for

economists; and. statisticians is exceedingly pressing, the. inadequacy ..of *he local

university to meet the needs of the country is great, There is a lack of basic

information, particularly vital statistics (the last census in 1952. was incomplete)

on which to plan development programmes and the expansion of government services.

The only sources of trained economists, apart from those from abnoad, are the

Faculty of Law and Economics of the University of Rabat and the Moroccan School

of Administration. These are not sufficient to produce the 800 or so officials

with special training in Economics who, it is estimated, will be needed in the

various ministries and departments.; .of government and in the mixed .and private

.sectors of ■ the1 national economy during .the,.nest-, five to ten years-/*..

V; : Tp.. help remedy, this situation various- expedients have. been,, attempted; there

.is some. iiwse.rvice training, in the.: Ministry.:of Finance; there are fiver-month

courses in the Faculty of Law and Economics in Public Administration, Political

Economy and Inferriati'onal: Law, for: officials from the- higher ■grades of^ffls

administration. 'La'stiy, r'and} with more Hope of long-term success1, a Social

Sciences' 'Cerrtire is io be established within1 ^the Faculty of Law at 'the ■University

■of-Rabat. Although "it is riot to be'an independent institution as originally

intende'dy the Centre will still 'have -to co-operate with public services if it is

to be of immediate ■ and practical use^ . ■ ■ ■

2/ Ecole Internationale des Sciences Economiques. et.des Hautes Etudes Commercialea.)
Rabat, 7 March 1959. Heport by Professor Torsten Gardlund, U.H. Technical.

Assistance :Exp'ert.''Annex.'I, '■ppi-:-l-5'.v ■■ l ;; ■" ' ' - ' "'■

2/ Report by Professor Jacques Berque, Le Developpement des Sciences- Sociales au

Maroc, September-December 1958, UMES® SS/Mission/Maroc/58, p.9. "
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Tunisia.

■'--■' ' There is no university in Tunisia, apart from -the Islamic centre of Zeitoun,

There is, however, a flourishing Institute for Law, Science, Letters and Social

Sciences, and three higher schools from which a university will probably grow in

the near future, A new.-Centre diEt-:adB.s-.-.'de..Scieiice.s Humaines has also "been

established in 1956 and a School of Administration in 1954* The-medium.of'.

instruction is French* ■ • • . .

Somalia, ' - . ■ ■

There is no university in Somalia, "but there existed a school for administration*

between 1950 and 1957. This has been replaced by a technical and commercial

institute. There is also a. higher institute which commenced with 32. students, in

195?» ^he medium of instruction is Italian.

"WEST AH)' SQlJATORXfcL "AFRICAjj1rench-speaking..

..Senegal: The .University of Dakar. . : ■ _.,-_.._-....;..

■• • Among .the most recent and the most significant of the .African regional

universities ? the. University of Dakar began .as an. institute..-of.; higher studies,

in 1949. ,It became ,a university by decree in,.1957 to-serve .the countries^ of

French cultural influence in West and Equatorial; Africa*.., ,!£he teaching .medium

is .French. Student enrolment in 1958 was 951* ,-,,-.-.: ■■■;■■:, -.,■■• , - .-

. -.The Social Sciences are contained in. the Faculty, of Lav; and Economics., to

■ whiQli-.also. is .att.acijad an Insfitut d'Etudes. AdminIs.t.x-atives -Africalgs. .The purpose

of the Institute, which mainly uses correspondence- courses? is to ai:d;the;.

r.africanization. of the Civil Service. Two. new, institutes: for higher., .studies in -

Statist;lcs .and, in JDconomic and Commercial Science'^ which-are just starting, their

courses, will, provide ,acadeni.c training in. their respective fields- Xpr students

from the..French community: in Yfest and Central Africa* ■ . . . ....

Ivory Coast- . . .... ... ' ,... _

On the basis of a decision made in the Council of the French Community,

July. 1958, a''" centre for higher 'education1' is to be established .at Abidjan. It

will begin with three colleges for Arts, Law and Science, under the auspices of
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the University of Paris., each directed hy a. Faculty professor. Examinations

will.."be organized and supervised by the corresponding Faculties-of the University

of Paris. ,■:.'.":...•■

' .■;:,-- WEST AFBICA (English-speaking zone) ■.■... ,. ..-:.;

Sierra' Leone: Fourah Bay .College. ; .. . .. ■, ..

The pioneer college of West Africa was founded by the Church Missionary

Society in 1827 and prepared students for University of Durham degrees as early

as; I876.. In 1945 i"b was recommended that its site be changed and that it be

reconstituted and. its curricula expanded. By 1%6 its students numbered 253.

Liberia.: The University of Liberia.

Liberia College at Monrovia became a full university by incorporation in

1951> responsible to the Department of Public Instruction. The teaching medium

is English. The, University has an. enrolment of some 380 students.

Ghana: The University College of Ghana. :

The University College of the Gold Coast - now the University College' of

Ghana, - was opened in 1948 with special'relationship with .the University of

"London. As in the other two British West African institutions, the'medium of

instruction is1 English. By 1959 the College had a student enrolment'of 45O.

Nigeria,:' The' University College of Tbadan.' ■ ■ ■ '■ -■ ' ■' ' "lT'"

The University College of Ibadan,; which traces its origins to the report

of' the'Elliot' Commissidn'"of 1945 referred to below and to "a higher college at

labay'-'-HirgesTiaV-was opened in 1948-? wi-th special relationship with the Univer

sity of London, ~ It has' just over 1,000 students. '■ .""''.

The' heed for higher education in British'West Africa 'was reviewed :by the

Elliot 'Commission in 1945 > at which time the:question of inter-regional '■'

university colleges'was posed. The Commission was preoccupied with1 ensuring

high academic standards through cpecial relationship with London University,

4/ Report of they Commission on Higher Education in West Africa< Cmd. 6655»
"London 1945• ' ' : "'' ■"■ ' ' ' '
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r,a< large measure of local autonomy for t,he;>new. university colleges, and-,.the.:

recruitment Qf university staff, on as wide a. basis, as.,possible.. Concerning

; basic research in the,-natural sciences and the, humanities $ the Commission laid

dpwn the following principles;. . .-..-...

. "It is universally agreed that members of staiTs;.of university.institutions,

if they are to carry out. their proper.function, must have ,full opportunities

to .engage in research in. their subjects and in widening the .frontier, of knowledge,

.Students..also should be-brought at the, earliest, possible, stage..into."contact

with research, workers an.d research .methods. The .stimulus. ..on students.-of: research

wdrie.is unquestionable an.d such, an association will help.many of them to . carry

into their working lives the spirit of unprejudiced enquiry-,'.' */ ;./■.■..>■■ .\y. .-

. ...... In fest,.Africa, on ,the. recommendations .of, the Commission,, the Uniyer.Ri.ty

College.of Ibadan was established to .serve the.tiasee- regions-of.Nigeria.and the

British Cameroons with a.population of. over thirty millions, though it.Is., not

.a. federal institution in organization. Two difficulties .attended-thie. policy:

the facilities of residential colleges, were, insufficient.*, especially for-.terri

tories-nqaring independence.^ as. in the Gold Coast, or more recently;;in Nigeria;

.and. the:aim of providing-.research.institutes to'investigate the.-scientific, and

.social, .problems, .,of several territories has .been severely, limited:■jjv-pajffotioe.

..: .;...- The-difficulty.,of .ensuring :places for .students, in .a university:oxits.ide their

:-ow?L'.territory was quoted,in .the;report of the Elliot Commission. . The Commission

..recommended-two new:colleges .in West Africa.s:one at. .Achimota. in;.th^ .Gold .Coast.

;and,.;the .other at .Ibadan..in..Figeria* plus an ■ expansion^f 3?ourah,-Bay College in.

Sierra. Leone?l,.,,But ■sQme;-conimis1s;ioiiers in a. vigorous.:minority reportoinsi,^ted on :.

"a comprehensive;;unitary.phiver,sity/;College for the whole ;of.British-.WeSt^-ifrica,

it6ge..i^ier.,with.. a.^T.errito^i^l Co^iegs;; pin each of the. three larger .de-pendencies*...'?...

;(Mgeria, G61d,,CQast(; .Sierra'Leone and the. Gambia:),,. "The;.former.institution.,

■to■■be,-sited .at Ibadan3 ".was.;3,nt.ended for-teaching and researeh-at- the, highest- .-■ .;.-.

suniversity.le.vel with an equal'proportion of students from each territory.(and

Beport of the Commission, an''Hi^}ie'r: Education-'in!We'st Africa.,'

p- 53' ■ ■ " ■" ■; ■.-■■-. .- :■....
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ah inter-territorial governing body. The three subsidiary colleges were for

post-secondary training and intermediate classes only. The arguments advanced

for this-scheme, as well as the reasons for its eventual rejection, are still

pertinent to higher education policies in Africa. The minority of the Elliot

■ .''Commission was anxious to avoid specialization in arts or science subjects by

separate and autonomous universities and eager to concentrate the necessary

:I-V; effort'-on basic research in the sciences', education and sociology, in one centre,

.preferably: at' Ibadan where7-the University of West Africa was to exist "side by

"'■ ' side- with a-West African uhstitute of Social and Economic Research.

'•■-■■'■ That the minority proposal1 which at first received official support was

eventually abandoned was due less to the majority recommendations than to the

■strength of popular-demand for a university in the Gold Coast "and to a willingness

-'■' to Lpay'for such an' institution. The result was a compromise:'a Medical School. ■

■'■ for West Africa-"was1 established at Ibadan; Economics., Sociology and Anthropology

; ■'■'■ were established early1 as university courses at Achimot'a;' but no places were.

iV -reserved for students from'the respective territories., nor was thereVl£ny " ;

r;: "■ administrative co-o'peration to avoid expensive reduplication of facilities in

-'■'■■ otfcer- discipline's.' The West' African-Institute of Social and Economic Rese'arch

■ '['was:-also established at Ibadan,- but: was-too limited in 'resources to'carry out

■!" 'the' basic' research needed in :the Social Sciences for the■■ whole of' the British

:-'r--: territories. Though teaching of the Social Sciences was'well provided for in

-':"uL;'the University College' of Glianav11 research was for long limited to 'what could

"■ be accomplished by members' -of staff: or: visiting research workers.1 At ibadan,

•'*;ho Economics v/as'taugnt before'\L 957?' Sociology will be introduced only dn-

'"'■■■■■■ 19'60'j and it has been necessary to: rebonstitiite the West" African institute' into

'*"'::the-:Migerian institute'to serve both the College and-government departments,

■ There is-now considerable- pressure -on the Institute to rrrk on prograinmes for

1 the- Regional and Federal Governmenti; and no doubt 'this will not relax-after

"'" independence 'in I960', -]?urthermore, the phenomenon of popular demand, already

noted in the case of the. Gold Coast, has moved the Eastern. Begion. Government

■ to set up a,second university ^in Nigeria,; in order ■tq...cater for disciplines:-not
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taught .at..Ibadan and to provide new. places.for Eastern Region ^students.. .The. .:■

'University of. Nigeria., as it is to be called^ will be functioning. in a -Sep. year©1

tinie and will, presumably be open, to all Nigerians., though the question of • ■■ ■,....

preserving standards under special relationship with London is still under.

discussion* ■ .. ,..:..■................' ; ■ '■ ■ "

EAST AFRICA . .

Uganda,; The University College of East Africa.

Makerere College,, after a short history as a technical school and a higher

college, was admitted to special relationship with London University and acquired

university college status, in 1949? to serve the British High Commission Terri

tories in East Africa. The teaching medium is English. By 1958 it. had 696 students.

In East Africa, university development has been more along the lines suggested

by the minority of the Elliot Commission mentioned.above (though .this.body did

not investigate higher'.education in. that area). The. University College of East

■ Africa, or Makerere College, guarantees at least Zjfo- of,ita places to the students

of each one- of the three mainland "territories of Kenya, Tanganyika and Uganda.

. The Social Sciences, particularly Economics, are well established"; and relations

with the East African Institute of Social Research are fruitful./ To: remedy the

need for further expansion - and to end the quota;- system, it is planned to transfoim

the■ Ktsyal Technical College at Nairobi (-Kenya), intcya .university college, with

emphasis on- technology,'to ■.create a'new -university..college in Tanganyika and to

combine, the three institutions -eventually into the' University of East Africa*

■ Recent surveys of. the needs of higher-education in East Africa note a strong

demand in Kenya for such a. university college providing courses leading/to the

.■ -B.Sc, (Economics) degree/for students wishing to enter commercial professions.-'

;■ It has been pointed out that-this-qualification Is not-specifically intended

for students of commerce and that .the-.provision of such a degree,, course at

Nairobi, would duplicate ■facilities already existing at. Makerere. University College.

'6/ Higher Education"'in'East Africa. '" Joint White Paper (Entebbe, "Uganda, 1958) >
p.46.
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Bat it is an indication that there is a need for further Economics training for

European, African, Asian and Arab'" students from lenya, who already have thft

largest proportion of places, at Makerere. Whether there will be two new. university

colleges to provide this will depend on how the three territories agree to

finance the enterprise.

CEMRAL'AFRICA.

Southern Rhodesia,: The University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.-

The most recent of the British colleges in Africa, the University College

of Rhodesia and ITyasaland, was incorporated by Royal Charter in 1955- It' is

under special relationship with London University. At the end of its. second

academic year in 1959> the College had 125 students.

Belgian Cbngo; :'?he University of Lovanium ' -' '" ' \ " ' \

■■■'"- ■■ The Official University of the Belgian 'Congo''and Ruandar-Urundi.

" ■ In the Belgian Congo, the University of Lovanium was"founded at Lebpold'.ille

in 194.7 on the Initiative of the University of Louvain. Its* status'as &

university was recognised by Royal Decree-.-in. 1949 • 3h 1958 "the University had

249 students. ■ -.'£■■■.</■ , '-■■^ ■' ■■.-.,:

■■' The Official University was founded at'Elisabethville in 1955 and'is a State

itistxtutionj supervised by an va0ministrative council composed of representatives

of the ■Belgian uriiverEitie's. : As in the University of Lovanium,- the'teaching

medium is French.':" In;'1958 it had 151- students'.' ■ .' '■'

In the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Urundi/ two separate policies - one concerned

with 'founding a Catho'lic Universi'-ty' and the other with founding a State' University,

both teaching similar subjects :» have been merged,'rath' the 'official and academic

concern- in Belgium1 itself :to safeguard standards by supervision' of examinations

and degrees-'through-recognised institutions'. In 1949? there was still a division

o'f opinion on the wisdom of sending all students to Belgium1 or ■creating a local

institution. But it was recognised that there was a need.for basic research

and-a .certain "cultural stimulus" .which only universities icould provide in the
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7/
Congo itself.-" Both-the University of Lovanium and the Official University have

"been established in the two main centres of the region. Lovanium, however, from

1950 to 1954j concentrated on higher technical and professional education in

medicine, agriculture and administration. In 1955> standards were raised so that

the university could join the Official University in awarding degrees recognised

in Europe.

Basutoland: Pope Pius XII University College.

Pope Pius XII_College began with a few students in 1947 under the auspices

of the Catholic Mission at Rome. The teaching medium is English. By 1955 it

had 55 students.

MADAGASCAR

By I960 a, university will be opened at Tananarive in Madagascar on the basis

of the former Institute of Higher Studies. Economics, as at Dakar? will be taught

in the Faculty of Law. This decision was taken in February 1958 by agreement

between the High Commissioners and Premiers of the territorial executive councils

who met in Paris.

MOZAMBIQUE AMD ANGOLA.

The Portuguese territories in Africa are, from the point of view of higher

education, roughly at the same stage as those of Britain, France and Belgium

before 1959* Authorities in Mozambique and Angola, are preoccupied with a shortage

of teachers at primary and secondary levels. It is considered, at least in

ecclesiastical circles, that Mozambique will shortly need a local university to

satisfy local demand for higher education. The Governor General of Angola is of

the same opinion with regard to .his territory! but it has been stressed that any

university established in Angola will provide courses only for the early stages of

&, degree. The final years and the degree itself are to be taken' in Portugal!

.7/ TSaiversites du Congo Beige et du Ruanda-Urundi, (Bruxelles, n.d.) p.5.
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TEACHING AM) RESEARCH IF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES IN AFRICA

The material In this survey, has been _col]e cted -:in the. same order as in •

Appendix II. The sources of the. material will be found in the Bibliographical

Appendix. Whenever possible, all the Social Science disciplines taught at a

university have been included? but; special attention has'; been paid to Economics

and Statistics,syllabuses. . ■ .

,M ' Nprth'Africa, the..Sudan, the Horn of Africa. . . " . ■ ' .• . : . -

.The United:Arab/ Republic; The University of Cairo '~'':'': '

■: ■: •""■' *. ■ ■'■"■ ": :' ■ :'''" ■ The University of Alexandria ' ' ''-. . ■.

.:..■ ... .- ,■;■ - ■ . ■ ■"-. _ The'University of Heliopolis ' . '.'

... ■,. ■".-- ■■ ' . ■ ■ -■ ' ■ The Syrian-University. "'* "'""

: ■ The American University at Cairo:

"' ■"' ;The minimum requirement for entry to all the above institutions,.is. the

Secondary School Certificate.,^ith a,;highdegree -of, ability, .in- English, in the

case of the American University. "' '

• ■'■.■■■■' Both ac'a'demic .degrees and the internal organisation of the Stata .

universities reveal ^;,mixture of. French and British influences. ..The Universities

Of Cairpy 'Alexandria .and ■Heliopolis award the degrees of Bachelor and Licence in'
.■■■..■ ■ ■■.'■■■

Art.s, Law..and Commerce, -.at the end:of. four-year courses with passes in requisite

subjects., A Master.'s; degree may be awarded after a further two years. Doctorates.

are awa'r'ded by'thesis', in Law (Alexandria) and in Arts, Commerce and Law ( Cairo

■'and Heliopolls).' -'The.Syrian University-awards a Licence in. Law or Letters after

four years and a.Doctorate in .Law, -by-, the sip-.".-, At the American ■Unive'rsitjr-students

may take courses over four years .leading to a Bachelor of Arts'-&egree^":'arid. a.

JSaster/'pi1 Arts in..Sociology and Anthropology, after a.further two years. - ;

Courps leading to the above degrees .and the Social Science disciplines

that may be studied for them are divided!' between;the Faculties of Arts, Law and
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Commerce (Alexandria, Cairo and Heliopolia); the faculties oi",Arts .and Law; (the

Syrian University); and the Faculties of Arts and Sciences (the American University).

For an example, of these division, see (iii), below.

(iii) Staff and Students : '■ J;: ' : . .■ :V

Teaching staff, though large, is "by no means out of proportion to the

massive intake of students,.particularly in-.the,.intrp,dactory Mirseto : In^the
■ d

Faculty of Law, University of Cairo, for example, there are only two professors of

Economics and Public Finance and four lecturers for1 i^OO students. 'For *te

University as a whole there are twelve professors of Economics and thirty lecturers. *

In the Institute of Commerce at the Syrian University there are 780 students, but only

one professor. At the Faculty ;bf Law,-bf the same university, there are 2,800

students taught by.:two professors 'and' one lecturer.

The variety of courses in the Social Sciences and the Slstribution of

students ..may be, illustrated from the example of the University ^of Cairo.

Social Sciences in the University .of Cairo, 195.9..., ,

Sooial Science Subjects Faculty or Department

Economics -: .-. ■ .,:,- faculty of Law

_Students-

; Introductory Course 3h,5OG

Licence en Dfrqit; Dip.Econ., 100

Dip.Appl.Ecoh.; Dip'. :Pab.

dip. .Pol. ,

Social Statistics

■and"-I»emo'g3?aphy" -;' ■

Faculty of. Commerce,

Faculty of Commerce

Doctorate in Economics;, or1

Pub. Finance and Adndbru,,or

Political;Science.' ! "•' ■ 50

■Baehelo-r. md£- Commerce; • Dip.

of ,the Institute.of Statistics.6,000

General In^ro.^ctory. Course 1,500

Bachelor of-'Gdmmerce ;and

Bachelor of Commerce(Econ.);

Diploma.'of the Institute of

Statistics;. ,.:■ , .... , .;.-.■ 50
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Social Science Subjects

Sociology

Social Anthropology

Political Science

Public Administration

Faculty or Department

Faculty of Arts

Faculty of Arts

Faculty of Law ,

Degree, or Diploma

Bachelor of Arta

Bachelor of .Arts

Students

2,000

General Introductory Course 1,500

Licence en Droit; Dip. Econ.;

Dip. Appl. Econ.; Dip, Pub.

Finance; Dip, Pol. Science .120

Dept, of Pol. Science. Licence en Sciences Politiques;

Licence en Economie Politique;

Dip. -FqI. Science 700

Faculty of Commerce

Faculty of Law

General Introductory Course 4,000

General Ihtfoduptory Course 1,000

Licence en Droit; Dip, Boon.;

Dip. Appl. Econ,; Dip. Pub.

Finance; Dip. Pol. Science 100

Post-graduate 30

In the Syrian University, ifoere the influence of the French system is-stronger,

Economics is taught as follows:

Economics Q§ Licence en Droit 2,750

Diploma, of Secondary

Education

Faculty .of Education

Institute of Commerce Dip, Institute of Commerce.

(iv) Syllabuses

Economics

With the exception of the University of Heiiopolis,Jall the Egyptian

universities teach Economics as a principal subject. The Faculties, of Law

following the precedent of French universities., established special courses and

a. post-graduate course for the Doctorate degree. Thus, within the Faculties of
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1v..i:;:-:.Law of/ithe Universities of CikEsaAarii

.introductory course for .students prqceeding ,to.;the Licence en Droit. and M ».

special option for ;the last two years of the Licence course.. There are.also

courses inthe Faculty of Law, Cairo pleading to diplomas in Economics and.Applied

■■Economics, and a special-course with; a diploma as'part of the requirements for a
; *;; Doctorate in/Law.*' .."■ ■ .:-1.-'-.-' ■ ■"

On the other hand, the Faculty of Commerce at Alexandria and the Faculty

at; Cairo, which dates from I955, ;have four-year courses along the same

lines as the LondS^School of Economics, with two years introductory followed by

two yearsof specialization. Both in this university and in the University of

Alexandria, courses given in the Faculties of Commerce lead to the degrees of

Bachelor of Commerce, Master of Commerce and BdcUrate. In the University of

, Heliopoli.s,, Economics .is a subsidiary subject in the Faculty of Commerce where

more attention is given-^o accountancy and business methods. Economics is also
■taught-iH the Faculties1 of Arts at the Universities of Cairo and Alexandria, as a

supplementary subject fqr students taking Sociology or Geography, Agricultural

Economics is included in the curricula-of the Faculties of Agriculture at both

In the Faculties of Commerce the choice of courses, as between Commerce

and Economib^Mos,.^t:we^ii. Economics and iEconon&cs plus political Science is 'made

after i;wo^ years of general studies. 'The proportion of students who choose Economics

and Political Scfen'°f together in^the ITniversity^of Cairo seems relatively seelLI,

In the Syrian University,...Economics, is taught in the Faculty of Law as

part of the course leading to the Licence en Pro it. in the Faculty of Education at

an elementary level for a teaching diploma, and at a higher level in the Institute

of Commerce.

For detailed examples of the Economics syllabus, see below (vi).
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... Social Statistics andDemography . ■ - ■ ■:' " •

■ ■■: ■ : ■ All five Universities of the United Arab Republic teach some Statistics

.as-part of their courses'in Economics., but none of them offer a"''degree in Statistics..

..it. is obligatory for students proceeding to the Master of Commerce degree. 3jl the

■Facuityaof .Law, Syrian University, it., is taught in the last year of the Licence, •

as an option. There is also an Institute of Statistics in the University of Cairo,

:mainly for Government officials, which awards a diploma at the end of twbryear

course. At the American University, there is a compulsory course in basic'Statistics

for students proceeding to the Bachelor of Arts degree in Social. Studies* In the

department of Statistics, University of Cairo, there'were 1,500 students taking a

: course in elementary-Statistics, arid 5® taking applied Statistics in 1959* 3?he

department has-three professors, one vis-iting professor, and six lecturers', and seems

•to-be the most adequately staffed Statistics section of any of the universities ■ ;

where there is, on the whole,-a ■■general shortage of qualified Statistics teachers.

Sociology, Social Anthropology, Social Psychology.

.:. These -discipline's are taught in the Faculties of Arts'"and are studied as.

part of general■ courses for''a"'M;cence' or a Bachelor of Arts, '^nere'' is no''unique

diploma for::'tiie-se subjects out:sid&:the Institute-of Sociology1 at^ the University of ■.

Alexandria. The--.diploma of the' Institute is'awarded after k'two-year course', one

year of which is occupied with ■■studying "the general Social Sciienca /background.

(see .(v) below). The University-■of'Heiidpolis offers' courses in the; Faculty of

Letters j.-leading to a B.A. in:Sociblo^y and-also'ha's a diploma b;f "Social Studies,

there wdr'e -some 1^5^'° students takin'g'-%he;se courses. " 'iU-

, Political -Science

'-'■■ ,: .:' '. The teaching of Political Science is divided'-between' the Faculties of ' .

;Cosunerce,'-■Law^iand-.Letters. :-At the Univexsitxes of Alexandria- and 'C^-ro' students

.in their..third .year.at the:-Faculty of ■Commerce 'take- examinations"in Political '

Institutions,.^ Political: Theory and International - Relations,1 among-'othersV'fox "the

"economic section of the Licence es Sciences Politiques.. Further course in; Jblitical
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Science are part of the work required for'■ t^fester of :Comme¥ctf degree. On the

..whole, Political Science has broken away'from'the Faculty:&& Law, but it is still

cramped in the Faculty of Commerce.- For example,' the.: iDsp&rtment of Political ■

Science, in,the.University .of Cairo acts as general centre for-students working for

a. large variety of. degrees, and diplomas - .about-700 in. 1959 -. and has two'professors.

and. six lecturers. ■ In.the; Syrian. University, Political Science exiats. 6'hly in the

Faculty of Law .where one: professor teaches International Law and History Of. Diplomatic.

Relations for-about;-600 students* ...- : ,;;.;■' ■- - ■■-' -." -..- ■■■ .■■■'1<-r." V

.,'-■-' Public Administration ■ ■«.,■■.. -i^.";■■■■,■
»■■■"■' ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■.' ■ ■- ■ '.-■'.'■■■ ,■ ■■ ,■ . ■ ... .■■■,-. .'■■■■ . '.-i i

- ,...: . This- discipline,.is taught in the Faculty of Lav, University of Cairo, as

.pajrfc.of the cour3.e;-.fpr.,tiie..di,ploma in Public,Finance and Public Administration.

..In 1959 there werf;:*^- professors and four iec'tu-rers responsible for:teaching

.public AdministratlCin.-to about 1,150 students. ^ ■.'■' : -■-'•■■■ ■■'-'

(v) Institutes ... .-.:...■

.,;■.;.;■■ -:v , y,.,.M important.;: amount -of Social^Science. teaching takes place in institutes

;;atta.Qh§d to ..universities in -.the,United Asab:..;Eepublic, In the Ifoiversity of ;Cairo,

-.-tia,:^!^r0^.-;t^ 2aorpial-degree courses m-the.'.-Faculty of Letters, ihtaro'jioiogy is

.taught, in the. .Institute pf Sudanese .Studies^ founded in 1947, at a £bst-graduate

level for-a .diploma;,.^ualj/fco the degree of Master of Arts. A3sb at the University

of Cairo, in .the Fac.ulty:'.!o.f:..IJaw,: the-.Institute of AdministraMve-'andFinsuaC-ial

Sciences, conducts.-artwo-ysar: course- leading to-diplomas in Economics, "in" ;PubMc

Finance and in Public.Administration. The-Institute o-f Statisti-osy sta-rted':'iti

1948, has two-year courses for Govememnt officials who already have a Bachelor of

Arts degree or a Licence and awards a diploma. In-'thev->aCult:y';6f Commerce there is

,-a$iscal Institute; .with a two-year course' leading to a diploma,' and an Institute

.o£.;$nsurattc£v -. Attvtfher same university ^he Institute o:f: Political Sciehble^":'founded

:in,.;195.1, receives, candidates, for -itsvtwo: year-course-in Political Scie'ri^e and

■Public Administration,, who-.have'already-ra- ifldfend^' or a ddipldma in Commerci^:'"Letters
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At the University of Alexandria, the Institute of Sociology in the

Faculty of Arts was established in' 1948. It receives "students who .have a Bachelor ;

of Arts degree in' two of the following subjects: Social Psychology-, Education,,

Economics, Human Geography, Principles of Law, General History of Egypt, History

of "Culture. ' It'alBO admits students who have graduated from the Faculties of

Commerce or Law, or Institutes of'Education. Course given extend over two years

—&n&'include-: Social Anthropology,- Social Psychology, Sociology-, Social Economics,

political'Science, 'Methodology of Heaearch' (inducting some Statistics):Lanxi-the

Sb&ial'and-Ec6nomic: History of :£gy'pt.' In the second year there-are in addition

•'■'fe'hjee optional'-subjects: Ethnology of the'Arab 'World,' Arafr Culture, Sociology of-1'

.,Labour, A. dissertation is. required. .The diploma awarded;. is:, considered to be

.;-.equivalent to. .aa.M.A. Eegree .,."■.. .■ ■ .'.:.:■.. ■-■■■ . . " »:'- : ■•:... ■ ■ ' .

;": '■ ■.■■' '■■ -Also'at:-the University of' Alexandria.'in the'Faculty of Letters■ there is

an Institute of Social Sciences'to :-which candidates with a Licence or diploma with

at .least ■ t^o passe^i-in. Social. Science, disciplines., are .-admitted, for a two-year course.

The.i-diploma is taken.:.under the same conditions, as pb-(;aina^: the.. Institute of Sociology.

At the University of Cairo the-Institute of-Criminal Studies' in; the

.Faculty of. Law.,gives p.ost-graduat.e coursesrin Criininologys including .Crime . .

;. Causation, . Crimiiial Psychology,.,^n_o:logyr.Criminal Law an?i Forensic^Me^icine.

.Its diploma allows students :tp proceed tq a; Ap'.ctorate in,.Priminal..S^e;nce,T^ .

■'. '-"'■■ '. At tW:-Syrian University the ln:stitu'te of eommercial Studies awards a

:-diploma-after a tv/o-^rfear cotiree.; : ■ - ■• ■■■' V - ■". :'-:. ■'■.■"■■••' ;-- : " '■•■.•- ; ■.

Outside the universities there are"two institutions of importance.

Since 1957 there has existed at Alexandria a School of Social Science, now. called

the Higher Institute of Social''" Services^; witlTa' short ■■teaohihg-Vcurke and a diploma.

It follows closely the Egyptian Association of'Sociological Studies,■-a non-govem-

mental organisation in Cairo \vhich, in 19J8 established the Cairo School of Social

Work which awards its own diploma sx.d conducts its own research.
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.. . .^ ^ Recently, the Ministry, of Social. Affairs, and Labouar of the United Arab

Republic has been reorganised and a new administration called the Social Research

and Planning Administration has been established. In this unit there are some

technical., sections -. e?g.. Statistics, joint research and international relations

and various committees for family welfare, rural industry, sqcial health e(tc

.-.,'; :" ■■ . The Ministry, -.of- SociaV Affairs and Labour; also has: Stat'i&fcical • and

Evaluation, departments .attached'. tovit-and the. various.; planning .'ComrRittees^i There

is a special .department which provides, training facilities -for.--the-..research staff

in both Go^ermment and^ non-Government sectors.-. These developments, are. post-1957.

. Statistics are collected by each Ministry! but ;'a Central Committee

dependent on" the Minister of Planification controls'all thev work done in this

field,. The budgetsof the Central- Committee-,is.-.-grant ed':by -the Planning Commission

arid-.it.; is.;.r.headed by...an under-eecretary. of Stales* ■. . ■.-■-, -._..-.

■ "■' There'are also' several Important1 Institutes'financed by: the Government

e.g. the Hational Institute'of" Criminolo'gyand the Youiti'Institute.:"''These work

closely with .the-I/Iinistry.of Social Affairs and Labour.:-, -■■ :■ \

Research projects beih'g carried out by Ministries are: studies, 'of the' effects

of industrialization on" rural' areas, undertal<:en''by' iHe Ministry.of■■'■Social'Affairs

and Labour in'collaboration with1'some' of the universities.; pro:ductivity studies;

evaluation': of .teachers 'and-.-Qffic.ials (by the Department; of.^valuation and Research,

Ministry of Education); population studies (by,the $at.ion-a-l Population,; .Commission -

now absorbed by the planning Board).

(vi) Faculty of Commerce, University of Cairo .

•• ■■ ■ Syllabus, in-Economics- ". ■.;,.- . [._-.v-.-. ■'■■..■;■?■ ■ . .•■v-0.: ■' '

First year; General survey of* the nature of ..Economics; theories of value;

distribution, production; money.
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Second year: "' Theories of choice, value, distributing economic institutions;

labour problems. " '■

Third yeara.
Accounting ana Business Administration for Commerce, or,

Pure Economics and Political .Science for Economics,. . ..,:/

Commerce: Banking problems.

Pare Economics: Industrial and Agricultural Economics.

Fourth year* ' Commercei Railway Economics; unemployment

'".■"'"■ "" :' '"■ Eponomics: Keynesian ■economics and-full employment j- comparative

study of free and' plantied economics- 'problems of international

trade; social economics; economic doctrines and thought; public

finance and legislation economic factors in Political- Science.

...,:, ...... , -: Business Administration:. Stock Exchange; Public Firmce and

Legislation . ,.-.■.

M. Com. Course in Economics: Pure Economics: economic analysis; money

international trade.

Business,A^m-inistration; Political .science;

Public

, ' ■■ Faculty of Commerce, University of Alexandria

■ ■ ■"■■■• Syllabus1 in Economics ...■•..'.- ■ . . . . , .; ^.ncir.-:-^.

First' Years Prbductiony value and distribution. ■ !- ■ ■ ■ -■ : ■ • ■

Second Tear: . Money,;jRanking and International^Trade. ^ ' .

Third Year: Monopoly and Transport; Social..Econ0.myj History;ofJconomic

Doctrines; Economy of Egypt.

Fourth Year: Economic Analysis; Keynesian Economica; Topical Problems;,
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'■'-:r;i': ^■-■■■'' "!^Statistics is : compulsory for, al'l students in the tlvlrd year at the

Faculty of Commerce, University of Cairo. ' Advanced Statistics is taken only by

students of the Pure Economics section in their fourth year.

The Sudan; The University of Khartoum .■■:■,■ , .

(x). rEntry, ... -... -.,. ,

The Minimum qualification for entry is the Cambridge Overseas School

Certificate with' credit's in certain subjects, according to the;\E^ultyof entry.

":-'A-two-year intermediate course -.is1 usually..required before students are allowed

' 'te'proceed tb university degree courses. .;■ ...... .:■

-.;■:;(ii) -...Degre.e.s .and Courses. ._ r> ....."■

;,;..,,. There ,is .a. two-year course, leading to the degrees of Bachelor of

Science (Economics) or B. So. (Social Studies) or B.'Sc."(Social inthropology)

in the Faculty of Arts-

(iii) Staff and Students _. _ ..... ....

There are tv/o professorships in Economics, one of which is held by

a. European." There are seven Sudanesev'le-cturers in Economics; three Africans and

three Europeans? and there are three Europe&a le'cturers in Social Anthropology.

In all, there were'some 160"undergraduates taking Social Science

subjects in 1959 and enrolled for one.pf the above degree coursesj^ of these,

100 were studying Economics and'Statistics. ""A further'isd" wexe studying Rural

Economics in the Faculty of Agriculture. There were twSbW--students doing post

graduate work in Public-'Administra-feUpn.- A Z*ffo increase- in the number .of Social

Science students is .expected over .the next five.years. Very few of the students

came from other African territories? but a considerable

study elsewhere (see belov/)'. " " ' ■ ';

i.f.i:';
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(iv) Syllabuses

The course for the B.Sc. (Eoon.) degree is similar to that in other

colleges still in special relationship with the University of London (see/below,

Ghana,,, p.22)* It includes Statistics, Political Theory and Government as optional

subjects. The details of the Social Anthropology syllabus are not available, nor

the syllabus for Social Studies - except that the latter includes Economics,

Social .Anthropology, Demography and Political Science. . ... ■ ..'.

Ethiopia,:: The -University- College of Addis Ababa. ■ ■

(i). .Entry ,■ . , -..-;o-: ...... . ... : ■

i..:_...-;..y; . <2-He.-minimum qualification .is..theliEthio.pian School

(ii) Decrees and Courses * ~""

Courses extend over three years in the Faculty of ]Arts -andi$£fid-to a

■General .Bachelor of Arts degree,, a B.A. -.with .a-.special .section in Administration

■and Economics, and to the -degree.of Bachelor of Commerce. . . ..,, ...--,

(iii) Staff and Students

/;■ There is one European professor of Economics,..and ty^p lecturers., one

lecturer .in Statistics, tyro in Sociology one., in Social Psychology, one in

Politica.,1..Science, and one.-in Public Admiihistration.. ■

,..,-, ; .rIt is claimed that there yrere^^t W5$ about 280 students studying

.Social Sciences - Economics,. Sociology, SJpciaL Anthropology., ?olit.j,cal Science

and Public Administration. Ho iaformatipn has,vbeen supplied with respecib to the

number of students taking each subject. It is expected that present numbers of

students in the Social Sciences will increase by 100$'over the next five years..

(iv) Syllabuses' ■ . ..:■-.. .- . .;

■ ■'■ " ■■ The content of teaching syllabuses in the ^University Colle ge is not

available. The degrees of the College are not recognised in Europe, and in ; ,
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only -.a. few. universities in the United States.

.:,-, /^France . (departments- .of. Algeria); -The, .University of Algiers .••.•■...

(i) Entry ' .-...-■. . ....

. .:.,. . The same conditions, of entry obtain, as in ?"rench universities,: by the

"baccalaureat or a recognised equivalent, ..... .■ . .,: ...... .> ; ;■*....

(ii) Degrees and Courses ■■ -1- ...

Courses of four years .in the.Faculty of Law and..Economic Sconces lead

to a Licence en Droit, a diploma in Lav;, or a Doctorate in Economic Sciences,

after at least two extra terms. In the Faculty of Letters, four-year courses lead

■vJ* -.'.■ 'L'^° ''a' kic.ence..4*Etudes des- Populations d^O/utre^Mer, ,a Licence h& Lettres-, or a

Licence en Sociologie.

■> ,.;_■:. iiii^) ; Staff:-. san4; Students. ..... . ■ ...-.•-.. - : ■■ ... .;. -,,.,./

i<mm: -'.i.-i -".;1. t,.:ravi i'-in'-the-'Fadulty'Vdf -Law-'and Econbmic".Scien-c:eS' there1' '!&£&-4kelve professors,

five of whom are concerned with- the "teaching b'f>K"or%;h;African Sociology^ Algerian

Economy, Administrative Lav/, Muslim Law, Commercial Law, and some twelve lecturers,

two of whom teach Political Science. In the Faculty of Letters there are four- , _

'•■'■' teen" pr'6'f:&ss6rs,' two oif-whom- a-rfe'professors 'of- ^Miislira. Civirifsat'ion and the geography*-

hum&ti;-an&'- soOial '-■ of'the Sahara. There-'are also twenty-seven lecturers, nine \

of whom teach Economic and Social'^History?1 Psychology' or-Sociology. ■

r.!:1,:! v.v.:-/ ■::----1'if1:-X9§8, there were some' '$ flOV French 'students at the university, plus

^-■"433 sliu'tients 'from Afi?ie'a^i;;aiid other -territories. -■r Enrolments for Social Science

< '"''c8ur1sesi;'itl'1the!;same""yeaii'w;ere as follows1: ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

i;;,;v- .■'■■.. :,:>■-- ;-: -. , ■ Faculty of.Law.-and Ecenomio Sciences . ,:. ..

Capacite en Sroit Licence, en Droit; ..

.(:1st. .and 2n-d..-yearn)... . . ; (-1st.., 2nd.., Ja^l., years)
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,DIpl6'me d'Etude^ Superieures ■ ... Daofeorateg . ... .

■'■■'■ ''"Political Economy, Economic"'Sciences, Political Science"

■:^- :..^-r-.Ad^... ■..--...-. . .-.l- ■■■::i3 ■ -; • 11 ■"■"" ■ iz > ■■ "■■''■■■■

■:■:;;; ./.(iv) Syllabuses ; , . ■--; • ....:■ .; . --...■>;■■. ■ ■■■. ' .' .;■■ '.■■;■:■■

Economics and Statistics.

Economics is taught at an elementary-and.'descriptive:.level during the

two years, leading to-..the Capaoite en Proit. In the second year it includes:

the .French Economy;- the Means of Production; Exchange;,.Prices and Capital.Formation;

:: ■.:■■;.■ Banking and,M3ney., There-is a similar,,, but more intensive syllabus for-the first. [

-.."two ye;ars of■-the Licence course ..in. the.'Faculty of .Law and. Economic .Sciences*

,;-.;-I)uring the third.year,-the special section in Economies coveraj EGOnqrsics:-..

.Fluctuation; the History of .'■Economic Thought| Statistics and d.ata collections

,;"..■.. 3?.axstion, During the fourth year the economic section.extends to: the Analysis

-:.vjof Economic Structures.? Economic. Geography;. International .Relations.; Accpuntancy.

■;-: '"' ' ■■■'■■■-;-;'"■■■■ ■ There" are similar courses in Economics for the Certificat d'Aptitude

a, I1 Administration des Entrepriae.s; and there is a section on the'-.ecQho^my-of

North Africa in the course leading to "the Certifioat d'Etudes ,jurxdiques nord'-

africaines. The Sipl8me d'Etudes superieures de' 'Sci'griceg- Economiquee which is

; 1:--iJ-!a. 'pre-re'4ui;bri-te for'the -Doctorate in Economics is also taken in the Faculty of

i-Law/i).jr!.thesis or essay and examination |in: Statistics-; and one". 6'$her subject fronu

■■';:': T''1" -iadu'strial Economy and;'LegislationJ ■ Golonial^Monoisyv^and'LegislaMph;^!^^

■vi:; -Economyj Ife:rth-African-So'ciology; Economic ■ History;'■-Euiul Economy; Economic

theory, Demography. ... ■ :,^(M1,.:.,', ... ". ■..-....-■';■■: ;.:.-.. ■':. . .; .-. . ..'.: ;■.,.-;>/..

Social .Anthropology) Social Psychology.■'■ ■

'- ; ■-■''■■::. For ^students' proceeding too the- Licence-^s Lettres,; among the optional

certificated of stMies is -a Certificate1 i-n ^orth..iLftic;an Sociolb'gy.- and.^Ethnology

(with Arab1 o^ Berber' as a language); !'n-■ For the Licence'-de ;:SociologieV.alaD.:;taken

in the FaictflAy of Letters, there are icompulsory certificate.s- of studies in general
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Sociology, and. Psychology, Political and; Social Economy ■ (from the Faculty of Law)*

Literature, (from the Faculty of. Letters) and. a certificate of higher studies in

Ethnology, Demography or Human Geography.. For, the Licence de Psychologie, takan

in the Faculty of Letters, Social Psychology is compulsory. The course leading

to the Licence. d'Etudes des Populations d'Outre-Her, in the same Facultyvincludes

some Social Anthropology*

: .- ■ ■ ■ Political. Science . _ r. ., "

■ . ■•...<■ ;. "During-the third and fourth years of;.the-course leading to the . '

Licence.; en, Droit, Political 'Science,methodology arid International Lawrforra'a

special section taken along with' other legal subjects..-'. For students-:..pr6ceeding

■3 d'Etudes superieures ;de Sciences- Politiques (for which^-a prior

in Public Law is .required) the,,c(i>urse includes -av dissertation -and':oral

: ..examination in Political science., Political -.Tafea«f Comparative Institutions. A.

■ Doctorate ■ in Political Science.?.iS',-.awarded after-thesis, :a .diploma in'Puhlio: Law.,

.and.-^examination in Political:Ideas/,1'-Political Science-.methodology,'^Comparative

.Institutions, .and an option..chosen,.i^om International Relations,. Administration,

History of Political Institutions.-., .... ,, ... - .-.. . .... :. • :

•Public Administration-

0?his is taught in the,. Faculty:of Lav/ and Economic .Sciences. Courses also

lead, to a diploma, in Administrative-Sciences ..and the Certificat d'Aptitude a

:...... 1* Administration des Entreprises. .Some Public .Administration,, with special emphasis1

on. the. administration of North .Africa,. is also part of the. t cqur.se- -leading to the

Certificat d'Etudes .juridiques nord-africaines. . , ,.,. .,/;

(v) Institutes. . ,,.;-.... : .-..,..

, . :- Attached.to the, uniye.rsity itself are the f Qllpyrixxgy,-institutes.

Institut d',Etudes Politiques^ ...cre.ated in: 194^ offers, a,, tjwo-year, cour.se.,,wi^

special emphasis^.on North African legal studies leading., to,.a. diploma. .;Qandidates

are students-.already.-in the Faculties of .the .university, -.or. officials ^,.rproyiding

they have a licence or equivalent "by the time they enter on the second year of
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the course. The Cent:.-e de Fonnation administrative, opened in; 1.955, has a

course for career, Oifficials from the different "branches of the public services.

The;..course is about, eighteen months,, leads to a diploma, and prepares candidates

for public, service^ examinations. The Institut de Preparation aux Affaires, opened

in 1957* aims at teaching the practical application of Social Science subjects*

A certificate or diploma is awarded after one year of study. The course is run

within the Faculty of Law, and admission is "by examination. The Jfatttut

d-'^thnoXogi^ offers.a diploma, at .^the end of ..a .two-year course and submission

of a dissertation. The : Instltujk ^'EtudesSuperieures Islamiques, opened in

X946, admits students yritf.-the baccalaureat and diplomas from teaching colleges. :

Courses..are given .over two to three year's in;,i£uslim:., law:-for., the forma$ipn;of ■- . ■■

. Muslim magistrates, in literature and "in general administration. A diploma is

award&d after examination in one of these options,

■;,; ■ >:. . -;■■ :;;~.$b&-Ihstitut"de Recherches Saharienneg which dates from 1937 is & non-

,. teaching' insfeitytion fpr. university and other research workers. Also independent

of .the univers.ityk-ls.f.tfaeoEcol'e/.Superieure de Commence d'Alger whioh has a. teaching

programme at the.;n.@vel-of the second part of the baccalaureat including elementary

.Public Finance,:.Business Techniques, Law and Economic Geography. A diploma is

awarded* ., [ :■- ■ ..-.- • : . ■

University of Algiers

iii.' 'Economick- .

Third Years ■"■'Se'btloW in:to Political

,'Private Law): . :' '

Change in economic^ ac^ivi-by^'" hisWi^--&.'f'A economic

thought and analysis of contemporary theories;

-statistics and methods of datk collection;

taxaifidn; history of political ideas.
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]?ourth:Year: .;.Sec.tipn in Economics,: ' . . '^^y: y_, ,-.. ■ "; . ■ \. ■■"■-■■ '.■;■

■. .... _. .;■ . . ■ -■ ,.., ....,-<■. .. . Economic 'systems;..and structures; economic

= .,.. . : geography;. international economic-relations}

. , '. ..'.- ■■■.,„... ._, ■■ ■■ . ,;, ■ business and..accounting; finance..';.: ■ , ""

■>i .j.-':.'■■■■■>'■ ■'■- '.:■'■ Syllabus in;EcQnomics for the Certificat d'Aptitude': :„:■: ■>..,'■: :..*-'*-:

;■ .,.,;.... ■ -'•■", ^..-ltA(3aiinistration...des Entrepr.lses ' '■ ; ■ ■ " -,-

■ v One. Ye.ar: Economic^: taken.with Sp.cial Psychology.and,-,£usiness Laws ■ .. •...

- .^■'i--.:. . .-■...:■ :-r-:-- -..-tjr.. ■ .-- .-.. ^dustrxai regions; the^-scientific^organisation

: of production ahiJl'^ou'r^ commerce and' 'finance;

. , . [_ ..,,. _.;..;... . ...;.- general r.and indu^tiilal,,accounting economic

....■■ . ,,...,.., ... ., probleios Xwolud^^v.eoo^mlR.iOonoe^si" types

.. .. . ■...,',,.,. of .economy;, production factors;, typ^spf

v. . enterprises; money, national, .income,.;, private

. . .... .< income;., international economic,

economic fluctuations).

.Syllabus in Economics for the Dipl6me d'Etudes

guperxeures de Sciences Economiques. (Pre-requisite. , . .

for Doctorate in Economics).

Examinations, taken with dissertation and orals:

, t ..... ■ . Statistics (theoretical and applied) 5 industrial

,,,. r .. economy and legislation; colonial economy and

. ...legislation; the North African economy (Algeria,

* Morocco and Tunis); Horth African Sociology

(Islam) rural economy and legislation; economic

theory; Demography (including Statistics).
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Morocco ? The University of Rabat . _ :i , ...

(i) Entry ' ■...:■.:.;-:-';^'-A "...

The minimum entry requirement is, the baccalaureat.

(ii) Degrees and Courses

At present there are only courses leading to the Licence en Proit, in

. -the-Faculty of Law, though there is also a Faculty of Letters. ■ Courses in the

..:. .facuity;.6£. Law^ are; conducted in two sections^ one in French and one: in Arabic*

. whi^ cbncentraies on: I&islim Law, As at the University of Algiers/thefaculty

.; of: Law has absorbed the t eaching.oi'vEbohomiCs, while the.rFaculty <*£. Letters, has

. ia'strong.interesi; in Soeiplo^: and; kindred disciplines,■■because it emerged, asa

■ ^Faculty/: from/the former Institute of .-Higher Studies whiphi^a"d.,^-ipng tradition

'[:: of ■ soc±61ogiioal-.research. ■.' ■ ^-■.■.'■;-5 ■.- "■.■ ■'.;'.■ ■■'—■■. .■ ■"''■;' ■ '

7 ()^ and Students . ..'. ];.(, , ..,.__ . . -, ..;■ .; ,;-,-. ;. ,--;;

" Ho- 'reply has yet been deceived to the^-^uestionnkire. " '■'"■■■;.■ ' "■■

^ (iy)/. Syllabuses .. ... :.,_:,.. . .... ■ -■ ■.. -■ ' . v:;r -■:'

The syllabus for the Licence en Droit is similar to thai in ihe' Faculb y

of Law at the University of Algiers (see above, p. 12 ). Political Economy is

taught, but the level of specialization required to produce-So^nbmists is hardly

sufficient. Furthermore, Instruction in Economics is usually confined to the

third and fourth years of the Licence course; bttfc few students at Raisat^U^sue

their studies beyond the second year. Public Administration is taught at ..the

Boole Marooained*Administration which has recently reduced its standards entry-

to its two year: courses in administration and elementary Economics for officials .

Like.■ i;bS' model, the. Ecole Mationale d'A&ninistration, the -Epole jferocaine- con

centrates..on administrative procedure, rather than. Economics. ; . . ; . ..-

' (v)': Institutes " . . . ...

"- '-■■'■■■ : A Centrg ,des Sciences Sopial.es, will be created, wi|hd^othe Fapulty of

and Economic: Sciences. Further details are not available but presumably the
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Centre will provide academic courses leading to higher degrees, "sucii''as"l:Eicence

de Spciologie. ■ ■ . -cyta ■: ; ■.:

Tunisia* Higher Education and. Institutes . ' ....'' ...

-: /..:. ■ ' ,:;:■■ ■ Though ;there is .no, .university:; in 0?Mnisia, there -ig-; active, interest in *

ife.."teaching of ■ the, Seclal ..Sciences■■partic-ularlj;;V,in ..the. Centre d'Etudes de,.Sciences

Humaj-nes., This;.lnstitu|iQn-, funded in 1957 > 4attached to ; the iocwl liistitut

.des Eautes Etudes and to.'the.^n^versity of E#pis which super-v±ses;;its-.7exaininations.

^%* ■&$$£$ :of ,^e Centre, includes a ggograghgjp' a. sociologist - and a ■njora3i-i;-ihilosopher.

:?% ^e^±n$, V^.^WS, iar.weak in...;Econoi3iQ^.':r;Certii'icates,. after a two-^scc course,

are awarded in Moral Philosophy, Soeiologyf sncb there^.iKtl^ shortly be a,-certificate

for Social Psychology. Its staff also teaches in the local Centre d'Etudes Econoraiques,

It is open to all research workers and has produced';a:number 'o:f studies'oil; the

standard of liying,4n Tunisia^ social, change-in areas ■.-.Qr.r^p^d'economic development

and an urban sociological stuay of the outskirts of Tunis. Its research is financed

Tpy. the Tunisian Government and it is expected to serve the iteefts "(if "Government :.; "

and Equatorial i\frlca (French-speaking zone) :,■..,--■:>.;■ '\rf;r -.r.f'J " t z^.^sJ

;:r oJ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ .;■;■. :'. ..■■'.■■.■ -: : ■■ ■" ■■'. ..:%.:■; ':.{.'^i:--::>.^ ,:/-"'*.% r.-ij:YLv%

Senegal;. The :Tfalyer:siigr of, Dakar -. ,... ■ ., ■;-.':■,-.- -;,::L .-.,. ::.:v- h.?:;:A-'r

The University is- open to any studeni'lYiW'baccala^eat 'or'iq^ivalent.

,.,:i(4-4XL degrees snd Courses.;-.; ,v.: . ,. . .:■ >,_; . ■ ....-, )U-o':\ --,: 'J.- r-;.r:- ,. ., :: ■-.;;-,

As -aitM:j\lgiers 'arid Rabat, the^aetrdpolitan1' dy^tem' "is ■followed: '-'^

Economics_is taught in the Faculty of Lav/ and Human Sciences. During the academic

year 1958^1959» there was a full series of courses leading to the Capacite en Droit.

and'a
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d:'Etudes 'A&ininis'tratives. '. In- the Faculty" :of Letters," during the same

year, Sociology, was added to the curricula in a course leading to a Certificat

d'Etudes Superieures de Sociologie generale. .....-.■

(iii).: Staff and Students. _;.:. .■■■.;;:.■„:. .. ..C^...:.':'

■. .-.■ •. / . During .the .academic year. 1958-1959- there, were, eleven French professors,

four-of whom, taught ''Political JEcononor, .four,"Pub^ic..Law, one Sociology, and two,-

Geography, There, were 560 students studying one.ox more, of the. Social Science ;

disciplines offered (Economics as an ancillary to Jjbxt9 Human Geograpl^ Sociology),

They were divided into 369 in the Faculty of Law and 314 in the Faculty of Letters,

out of a total student population of 1,069 .(African, 698 and Europeans, 37l)« ;^he

African students came from the Republics of the Stench Coimriuniiy; in',Africa particularly

Senegal, plus a few from Guinea.

(iv) Syllabuses

The syllabus for Economics in the Faculty/of ; Lay/: is.■■.■similar ■■ tp;:,that:.

taught at Algiers, with some emphasis on V/est African Economy and Government.

(v) Institutes , . .

.' .,< ■■ .'":■■ Attached to the' university 'is the' Ihstitut d 'Etudes' administrative s ■

Africaines - with a two-year course and diploma. It is intended, for the, next ; .; ;

academic year, 1959-1960, to begin courses within the new Institut des Sciences

EconomiqUes et Commerciales Ap-pliqueesV attached to the Faculty of Law, v/hich will

include an economic and' conimerciai section'and a. statistics, section,, aimed at

providing'training -for administrative 'personnel; and employees form private firms.

..... , . Apart from tfre university,. there, is the Institut. Frang-.ais d-'Afrique. ;

Hoire with its headquarters at Dalcar and research centres in Abidjan, Porto-Novo

and Ouagadougou. In .1959 .there were'■fora' research '.workers, in:l.ak^/in'S'pcioldgy'j .

Social Psychology, Demography and Economics. ..The workers, in the' other centres

were anthropologists or sociologists (three, in all). No teaching in.the Social.

Sciences is undertaken try. any of the branches of I.F,A.H.; but there has been an
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enormous contribution to IT'est ,Af|ric;an Anthropology, Demography, Human Geography,

and. rural and urban Sociology made; by the members'of the'Institute which'is'" ; "

indispensable for Social Science teachers in Africa and of immediate use to the

governments of African territories. -..-■^...■--.■^. .,__., .„ _.- _.... ,-...„ i.v.- ...,..,

:" ; ' ■ Affiliated to the Office de la Recherche Scientifique..et technique..,-.;

Outre-Mer (Paris) are:-' the Institut de Recherches du Togo with one ethnologist

'"and -no."'research' of significanceVthe Institut de Recfcerches du' Cameroun which..has

three"Jge6graphers;and "a':'s'oG'iologist;:"a3id;is working-on etnno-demographic' maps :aiid '

the: urban Sbcioibgy of Duala; the Institta:1::"d'EtUde's Centrafricairies, Brazaaville,

wliich has-. 6iie: ■dembgrapher-sociologist,- tiio sociai''psychologists',r" one-economic :;

geographer and a socio-^sychoiogist. Non4'of these institutes engage'in teaching;

but allrof; them produce fundamental research in Sociology, Geography, Anthropology

and Demographyj and some employ permanent African' assistants for fiWldwbrk,

(°) West Africa (English-speaking zone) •■ ...... ■ ■ '.

Sierra Leonet Fourah'3ay College1' ■• -"■ '.i: ■■:•■>■■:•:■■;■;.■.•■ ■-.■ ■ ■ -. .■;.., ^'

(i) Entry

Entry to the College is by the PouraJi Bay Matriculation' (supervised by

Durham University), or by. the general Certificate of Ednc.atipn, ^at-^ass level. ■

.(ii) Degrees and "Courses'"^ "■■■'■■'- ■■-■•'•■-. ■■• ■ ■<■-■> ■■ ■ ■- , ,,-,;.,..:..-,/.■..

. """.'. in.the Faculty of Arts a three-year course leads to ^ pass degree in

Arts (B.A. General, Durham), qr to the B.A. (EconOT'^or 'the"latter'"'decree'j. "jEconom

is .taken for three years together with other subjects chosen from Economic ;

Geography, History, Public Administration, Public Finance and Statistics, Politics

(ive. ■ B^itisla""--4overnment):j--- Social Anthropology "'or ■Economic History.:- -

.(iii)..'Staff and.--Stiudents:. .■ <. ■■■ - ■ ■■■..;$ ■ •■•.■.•;.;■ ;; '■ ;'-."•' .■■..■. ■ ■ ,-e-' ■ :. a.

There are1'tWo ■Europeari.'senior le c^urei^''ift^'Economics'"ancLPublic"
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Finance, and Po&Ltics and History, one African lecturer in Economics and .Public

Administration and one European lecturer in Economics and Economic History,

There does not appear to be any teaching staff for Sdcial Anthropology, though

the course is Offered.

For. .the academic year 1958-1959 there were 114 students in the Faculty

of Arts, studying 9ne or more of the Social Science disciplines, as follows:

Economics, Statistics,1 Politics, Public Administration, Economic Geography,
■ Economic History,

. ..-. .-.;.■■:.'■.-■:■■ , .. .-.-■■ -■ Public Finance*

. . ,85/■•:■■■■_. .13: 30;. ■ ■. . ■ ■ 50. ,: " ■' ; 56- "■.- .

For I960, it is hoped that there will be some twelve students taking

Sociology and Social Anthropology. There are five students engaged in post

graduate training' or research' in Economics* The estimated increase in the number

of students v/ho will study the Social Sciences over the next five years is not

known. The number of students v/ho come to Fourah Bay College from other African

territories is about 50$ of the total'enrolment. £he bulk of thesfe are Agerians,

together with a fev; from Ghana and Gambia,

(iv); Syllabuses ■ ■ i- ■"'■■'■■ ■ "■■■.. ■■.'. ■ ■■/■■■■ •■'• ■■■- ;■ '"■■.■'■''■ '. : ■

"■*■'■' The' syllabuses are the'same 'as Ifor courses in the itniversity of Durham.

(v) '- Institutes ■■■• .-.- - - ■ ■■ • ■. ■:.-.■ ,■:.:.

There are iio •research institutes in Sierra Ledrie, :but a number of.^- :.

studies have beeii^ made,in Human Geograph^V Demography and social ohange, either

"by members of staff o£ the College or ty research workers sponsored Td^ United

Kingdom foundations. _ ■■■ s , -, , ■_.

Liberia: ^Phe University of Liberia "■ " ■■■ ■' ■ -::-:--

:; "■• ;:'Entry to the-uniy6rsi% or

■erit'rance
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(ii) -Degrees and Courses ■."■■.". ". " . ■ ■:■/=<'.■: ■■■-; .■.■.-.■_■/;.,r ■■ -V- ;■": >-i-.'■.'i.

lii "the faculty of Liberal Arts tliree-year courses' in'Ecdno'aiics:, Sociology,

Social' Mthropoiogjr,'. Political ■Science 'and "World Government' lead to''the degree of :

Bachelor of Arts, (There is also a general course in Social "Sciende rfOr a'teacher's

;di£loma. The--1?aculty of.Latv and :GQTernment, aiTarding. a Bachelor of Laws degree,,

mentioned' in-some sources, does ndt seem to be functioning i

Sj(j|ff and Students.. ; -._. . ■.,,■-.,.,. ■■,■.„.. , , .,: "■ , • ■ ■.

are professors for Sociology, Anthropology- and Sociology, World

Government and one visiting professor in Political Science. It is not. clear from

the reply to the questionnaire whether one member of staff is responsible for

several-disciplines. ■ - .'- . . -.-.■ . ■,..■..■-■. . .. ;. ^o'r : .'■.:'■

; There were only twenty students studying Social Science'subjects during

'the academic year' 1958-1959. "L ' ' ■:'""""1 "'"■ ] ''''" "' ' -l'' ■^l!"--i:f"i ■"■■ ; '"' "■ -

Ghana a The tTniversity Collegieof "Gh^na r"':: '::-}:'::' '■"- —j "■-■■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ "; ^i!-^-;

(i) Entry . ,.,i;"d>:K:) ■;■ ■ ■•.-■■■ .■.'.■: -.■-.;■!.-.. ■.-■■■

Candidates must have the minimum requirements for entry into the

University of London, plus additional qualifications for different degree courses.

In the case of courses leading'to thfe'B.A. General and Honours" examinations, entry

requirements amount to London Matriculation or Cambridge School. Certificate and or

passes in approved subjects in the General Certificate of Education examination at

advanced level.' Ho student" is admitted to degree examinations in Arts without at

least three years1 study of approved courses at the College.

(ii) Degrees and Courses . '■■ -.'■■'■ ■'.. .^ ■. :.

Courses leading to B,A. General or Honours extend over three years

for three subjects, or for one subject plus certain subsidiaries.- &ere~ "are also

courses leading to the degrees of B. Scr (Boon.) and B. So. (SoGiology).f ; All

degrees are recognised equivalents of those awarded by the University of London

which has a special relationship with the College and .the :'final responsibility
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for assessing its examination scripts. Courses for the above degrees are given

in the Faculty of Arts, Departments of Economics, Geography,, Sociology and the

Department of History (for Political Science),-.. It is hoped $0...establish a

Department of Law.

(iii) Staff and Students : ' •. ' "

There are two European, professors for Economics and Sociology, two

Ghanaian lecturers in Sociology and Social Administration, five European liec.tur.eirs:

in-Economics, two in Government, one in'Business Administration, two in Social

Anthropology, one in Sociology, one in Social Philosophy and one in Social

Administration*

For the academic year 1958-195^ there-, were between thirty and forty

students studying one or more of the Social Science disciplines ;.for an Arts degree

including eighteen taking courses in .Sociology and Social Anthropology, .Seven

were studying Statistics and Demography. One hundred and si^r students were.reading

for the B. Sc. (Eoon.) and there were three candidates working locally for a

London Ph.D. and supervised by the Professor of Economics. Students '.taking

Statistics at advanced level for. the B.. Sc,. (Ec.on. )..have been sent to London,

rather than providing a complete course ..for only ..a few students locally+ Since-

the Department of Economics was established, in 31949, there have been up ;till 1558,

forty-six B.Sc... (Econ.) graduates, (one. First Class,:2A Second Class, and 21 passes).

(iv) . Syllabuses. . ■ ■ ■ . .; ■ ■■:" '■ • • ■■.-.■

' ' "" Econbmic-s' arid Statistics " " " " "

As a section of the courses for the B.A. .General .degree, tiie syllabus

in Economic includes! analytical and descriptive Economics;, the principles of

Ec/onoinics and their"application; problems of business enterprise; theory of money

snd'creditj currency and banking; international trade and' public finance? Economic

History from the nineteenth century with special reference to economic change in

secondary and primary producing areas, social classes, factors of production,,

industrialisation in the U.S.A., Europe, Japan, the TJ.S-SJtr, transport and trade?

economic fluctuations and commercial policies in primary producing areas.
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For the syllabus for B.Sc. .(Econ.), see vi Appendix below.

.Sociology, Social Anthropology Social Psychology

Sociology for B.A. Honours includes: theories and methods of Sociology;

statistical methods in social investigation; social institutions?. Social

Anthropology with reference to the regions of Africa; Ethics; Social Philosophy?

Social Psychology; and either Demography or Criminology. . .

For the B.Sc. (Sociology) degree the syllabuses the same as for.BJU

Honours? but. Economics,., as for the .B.A. General degree., is required as a sut- -;-

sidiary subject.

'■' " ": Political Science, Goverkaaht <■■■■• . :. . ■■

Political History and Government-.is' a small section of the course

leading to B.'Sc. (Econ.)., Political Theory is taught as part of the course for-B.A.

Honours students in History and for B.A. Honours- students in Philosophy... " ©'

(v) Institutes '■ ■-'■'.-. ■■..:■;"■■' -. ■ . r r

Though there is no'formal institute for research attached to the College,.

an Economic Research Unit was set up in 1952?'in the Department of Economics,

In 1955 there were four Research Follows (with some teaching responsibilities)

employed by the Unit and two junior research assistants."'' ' ' '

At the Institute of Education which is part of the College, a post- ■

graduate certificate is awarded after one year's course-which includes some Social

Science studies.. The Department of Extra-Mural Studies rims course's in elementary

Political Science, Government'and Economics. ' ' "'

....,; ■ -. , , At,the Kumasi College of technology, elementary Economics, Political

.Science and Public Administration are taught..to students reading, for secretarial

and accountancy.diplomas- ■ .
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(vi) The University College of Ghana

'Syllabus for B. '3d, (Economics)

First .and Second.Years* Port I: Compulsory: % '. . ■■ ■

Principles of Economics: Applied Economics; Political

; ' History from 1750$ Economic History "(with special

reference to West Africa), Growth of Industrialism,

Expansion of Primary Production, Commerce and Finance

(World trade), Social Aspects.of Economic Development;

' ' •■ ■ Elements of Government? The'History of Political Thought.

Optional (two subjects)?.

Elementary Statistical Method end -Sources; ■mathematics

Elements of English ;Lau; Principles of ■Economic and

... : Social. Geography? International Law; Political History

1J5Q-175O;. French; The Physical and Biological Back

ground, of .Human. .Geography. ■ .

Shird Tears.. ■:■■.' ■ . Part lit Optional (one subject) ' ' ■' '■

Economics, imalytical and Descriptive? International-

Economicsj Government? 'Geography; Statistics*

Higeria: The "Dniversity College of Ibadan

(i) Entry . .

The conditions, of .entry to the College arc. the same as for -Ghana, but are

complicated by the existence of a preliminary (intermediate) course in. the. College

for'.students \7ith0ut Direct. Entry (G.-CE., at advanced level) qualifications. The

effect of this is to ad-d on two years..at t.he beginning of the-degree: course

leading to B.A. General or Honours, .though the number of Arts students required

to take the Intermediate course is relatively small.
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(ii) Degrees and Courses

Courses in the Faculty of Arts lead '-to-1 the B.i. General degree, after three

subjects have been studied for at least two .years;, or to the B.A. .Honours, degree

in one subject after three years. A subsidiary subject is required for Honours:

Geography. A course has recently been'started which will lead to the decree of

;B. Scv (Econ.) under the;sajse conditions as obtain in Ghana. Political Science
is taught to students in the Department -of History.

(iii) Staff .and'Students .' . ' '

_ . There is one European .professor of Economics, four European lecturers and

one ITigerian lecturer in. Economics; one European lecturer in Statistics, one for

Social Anthropology and Sociology, two for Political Science and one for Public

Administration.

During the year'1958-1959 there were about 100 students taking one of the

--Social Science disciplines - Economics, Statistics or Political Science. Some

60 students were reading for the B.A. degree with Economics, as one of their three

subjects, or for the new'B. Sc.r(Econ.)'." There were about 30 students reading

Political Science for B.A:. Honours'in the Department of History. These numbers',

are expected to doublo/during the next five years. There were no- Social' Science

Students from outside.Nigeria,
.......... ^

(iv)- Syllabuses ■'■■''■'' -.:-.■

Economics and Statistics ■ ■

The Department of Economics was established*relatively late in the life of the l

College,, in 1957. The course for students taking Economics as one subject for

their B.A. General degree includes: . the principles-of Economics and their application,

with special reference to the West African and Nigerian econony; Public Finance;

economic organizations in>dstern Europe to'the eighteenth centra^, industria

lization, with'reference to Great Britain, U.S.A., ^orafcagr, France, Japan and

Russia^ overseas expniisioh with reference to test'"Africa? "recent economic develop-
mentaE., - - -
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For the. new B.Se. (Econ.) course there will "be offored in. the academic

year 1959-19^0; Part I: Economics, Economic History? KHements of Government;

History of Political Thought? two optional subjee,tsvfrom!;;- Statistics, Mathematics;

Logic and Scientific Method; Elements of Social Structure; Principles of Economic

and Social Geography; English Mediaeval Economic History. ' :

Port II* Economics Analytical and Descriptive pBfcney and Banking; Inter

national Economies; Modern Economic History;' Government; Sociology; Geography,

Statistics. ' ' ;■ ' ' ■ ' " ■■' ' '■■■.■ ■ \ ■■■•'.'_ :'

Political Science

As a one-year course in the History Deportment, the syllabus includes

Political Theory from'Aristo-tle* to the present day,

(v) Institutes. ■ . ■ ■.:.'■ ■ .-■ ' :■; '■■■■:~ ■ ■'

At the Institute of Education the course loading to a certifica'te-of

Education includes some Educational Psychology. The Nigerian College of' " '■ '

Technology, with "branches at Zaria and fbadon, awards a diploma in Public .

Administration and certificates in Accountancy. -■ "' '- ■

Attached to the. University College is .the Nigerian Institute of Social

and Economic Research. After unfortunate experience with its predecessor -

the West African Institute of Social and Economic Research - the Institute vas

reconstituted and the" professor of Economies'in the College was also appointed as

its director. 'The Institute works' in close touch'with Nigerian Government Depart

ments and the Ifigerian" Federal Government which is represented on its advisory

Board. ■■ In I95& the Institute had two Economists- and 'two- Anthropologists, as^ '

Research Fellows, and two "bursars'(Europeans), as junior'research workers.

Research in progress includess a survey for the Nigerian Broadcasting; Corporation,

a study of the effect of development plans 031 Nigeria's Far Eastern Trade, con

sultation by the Lagos Executive Development Board on': rds'Sareh"in't6 petty'"trading

and., for "the- Peder'al' Govcrnmentj a study of production'factors in small secondary

industries. Some i\frican:Te-search workers are e'mployed'for short periods.
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(c) East Africa

The University College of East Africa

(i) Entry . . ■ . ■ ■ ■..;■;. ■ . •.- . .. ■ ■ '

. Entry to the preliminary. Intermediate course is ,by Cambridge School

Certificate .or the General Certificate of Education a.t.pass level.'. For entry

to degree courses the G.C.E. at advanced level, or passes in required subjects,

at the Intermediate Examination are required.

(ii) Degrees and Courses

Courses are given in Economics and Sociology, as one.of three subjects for ■

the B.A. General degree. Economics for B, Sc. (Economics), at present a two-year

course, will be extended to three years as from 1961. Political Science is

taught as part of the course for..B.A. Honours in History,'and as;.a subject for

B.A. General. .; .-,-■ . ■.:..■.". .■.•■-■'

(iii) Staff and Students ...

There is one European professor of Sociology, one professor of Economics,

two European lecturers in Sociology, five in Economics and two in Political

Science. ...

In.1959 there were 55 students reading Social, Science subjects, distributed

in .equal...numbers "between Economics, Sociology ancLrPo,litical:S.ciencG- ..The. College-

is open to.. all.,etfraic groups. . .In 1957. there were enrolled; in the.Faculty of

Arts 217 Africans, 10 Asians, and. 5 Europeans from.Uganda, Kenya, Tanganyika, . .. ■ -

Zanzibar and Northern Rhodesia. ■. . ,, . . . . . ■ •■ .;

' (iv) Syllabuses

Economics and Statistics .■..-. . , . ,

• -. .EconomicE, as one-subject for. the ■ B. A. General: degree, includes: ■.■Principles

of Economics.; production, value, distribution, noney. banking and international

tradd; Applied Economics, with special reference to East Africa; Economic History:
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England and'^eWer'n Europe1 during the sixteenth and. seventeenth centuries,

economic chnngG-:in-'Britain, Europe and America 1700-1850? Industrialization and

'the International' Econon$r,' with special reference to the impact on the tropical

dependencies 1850-1950.

The syllabus for the B. Sc. (Econ,) Is the same as that obtaining in the

University College of 'Ghana. Political History is a compulsory subject', but

Statistics is not.

. Soglology and Social Anthropology '

Sociology as one subject for the B.A. General includes: Introductory;

.Analysis of Groups and Institutions? Aspects of East African Society and-Methods. :

of Social Investigation (including elements of statistical method).

Political Scionce ■ : ■'■' - ■■■•"■■ ': ; ■ : .;.

Makerere College is unique among the British Colleges in. Africa in having

Political Science as a separate subject for B.A. Gener,al: degree. . The syllabus

includes: History of Political Ideas; Elements of Government; Administration in

Africa. Political theory is also taught to B.A. Honours students in History.

(v) Institutes . ■.'■..■'■, ■;-■■': ■ ' . -• ■■.■■-. ■

As; in the-,paso of the .Higerian^ Institute, the East African Institute of

Social. Research'is closely associated with the"-College:■ Its staff is directed

: by the professor of''Sociology, but has no teaching responsibilities. The Institute

is at present heavily v/eighted with Anthropologists - no-less: than nine -.;and has,

also, one Sociologist, three Economists and a. linguist as professional officers or

affiliated research workers. There are two African research workersj employed as

research assistants.' Despite tho present balance1, a good deal "v£■Work has already

been done in-Economics. Studies in progress in 1958 included: a study;of. capital

formation in. East Africa, a general study of African economic development an

inquiry into the changing structure of African business enterprises in the Kampala.

area. Research has also been carried out in the Arab community at Zanzibar and

among various ethnic groups in Kenya, Uganda and Zanzibar. The Institute does not
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teach research'techniques, though this policy may "be altered 'with'' the" establishment

of an .Applied Research Unit, financed by the Ford Foundation; which' would provide

opportunities for the instruction and guidance of inexperienced research workers.

(d) Central .Africa

'Kho'desias The University College of ithodjssia and Hyasaland '

(i) Entry

The same conditions o"btain as for other colleges in special relationship

with "London University. ■ ' ■ ■ " ■ .-'•..

(ii) Degrees and Courses." , ■ ■,'..-';

At present the only Social Science disciplines offered are Economics and

Social Anthropology which nay be taken as one of three subjects leading to the

B.A, General degree. ' : '■ " -.■...■.

(iii) StfflfiC...aRd..Students - ; ■■ . .■•.;./■■■■. ■■■■..

There is' one South African professor of Social Anthropology, one lecturer

in Social Anthropology, one lecturer in Economics - also from South. Africa- - and

two other European lecturers in Social Antlxropology and Economics.

During 1959 there were thlarty-tnree students reading Economips as one

subject for B.A. General and forty-four reading Social Anthropology. _Seventeen

of those students wore studying both disciplines. There vrere nine African, students

reading for the B.A. General.

(iv) Syllabuses ' " ...-._.. ... , : . ,-.

The syllabus for Economics is the sajne as for the University College of

Ibadan and the University. College of East Africa, with special reference to

East and Central African economic problems. No statistics is taught as yet.
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(v) Institutes.

There ore no institutes attached to the University, The Rhodes-Livingstone

Institute for'Social Research at Lusaka has received additional support from

Government ^and private source.s>....since-..the':-proportiou of financial aid from1" •

Colonial Development and Yfelfare Funds has declined. There is & greater demand

for its Services,.and-a..gr..eater.willingness to pay for these. This is reflected

in the composition....of-.the Institute's-..Board of Trustees'which has-a large .number

of representatives from,..government ■ond,:.pr.ivate corporations5 it is also-reflected

in the part played by., the1 -Institute .in the. Federation's -inctuiry into the co-

ordination of. research in Central Africa. ' Furthermore, at the- institute's

conferences, Government officials, particularly from the Central .African ..Departs

ment of Census and Statistics and from tlie Rural Development Departments, have

made notable contributions.1 -.-■,, .

In 195S the Institute had.one Sociologist, one Social Psychologist., two... ..-

Economists and two Social .Anthropologists. Its staff has no teaching responsibilities}

but there are some six or more African trainees, financed by a grant from the

Roehefeller Foundation;- and there are usually eight to''twelve'.African research

assistants, employed its. required. At-least'one of these-has been enabled--.-to

proceed to the United Kingdom for university studies* and others are preparing

to enter the local university' College.

Research work projected or in progress includes: a study in Agricultural

Economics concerning subsistance agriculture and external remittances in the

economy of Northern Rhodesia, aTsociological inquiry into Government nutrition

schemes, a study of mass media and a study of human factors in productivity.

Belgian Cbrigoi The University of Lovanium

(i) Entry

Candidates for entry to degree courses must have a Secondary Certificate,

awarded after six years of study, plus, in some oases, a year's preparatory

study at the university itself. •:-■-. ' :■;■..;■ .'."■■',.. ■ -
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(ii) Degrees and Courses

;In the Faculty of Philosop.hv_and.Letters courses are given leading, tQ,the.;;

Licence en Proit and consist of ,twq.,years candidature and two years Licence in ■

required subjects. In the Faculty of Political., .Social and. Economic Sciences,,

four-year courses in two stages lead to the Licence en Sciences PoUtioues et ,

Administratives,. the Licence en Sciences Sooia.1**.- the Licence en Science*"";

Economiques, a special Licence en Anthropologie Culturelle and, as.from 1959-1960,

a ^o?noe en PqyohplQffLe Social, and a Certificat A'Ant.>/mrni.oflie Culture!^. , All

degrees .are supervised ^ the University of Louvain in Belgium. , : , ,, .

(iii) Staff and Students :' ' ' ' - ' . ' ' :

There are seven professors and seven European lecturers for ^Economics, .

Statistics and^Demography, Sociology, Social Anthropology, Political. Science and

Public- Administration.' Recruitment, of assistants will be made in Belgium and

locally for the hew academic year beginning' September*'1959, : ' '

■ . ?or.the last academic year there., were twenty-three Social Science students

at the^ candidature stage, twelve reading.for. the final licence,, and five,studying

for the Certificate in Cultural,Anthropology. . It is. expected that these numbers-

will increase by over 100^ during the next five.years, During the academic year i

1957-1958 there were eight European students and one African studying La^. In the

Fac-Uli^- o^?oiiticai,-^6cial and Economic Sciences, there were' twenty- seven African

students &ad W6 Buro^eans^iri the first stage "(candidature) of their Social Science

Politick ■■ and i&onolics -course and eight" ^Africans and'two" Europeans'in the second'

two years'^ ot^his-'cour^e.''In the same Faulty there were nine Africans and six "
Europeans in the first stage of the special Economics .course.. In the general . ..

pre-university, or intermediate year, t£ere'were fiftyieight AfricEansV ' ■^■•i--;":'-

(±v) Syllabuses

^ ■■ Politicalvand;rS6!cial Sciences" ' '::'':"' ' ' "'^ «'■■"•■■ '■ : " ■ " "■ ■'■■■■"'■'■

First two years candidature: a general course-,MRadiology.

Anthropology; Economics; Law..
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Second two years Licence en . .,.■ . ■

Sciences Folitiques et

'■'"' administrative s:' '' Political Science; Administrations Law;

Anthropology; Economics.

Second two years Licence en

Sciences Sociales: Sociology; Social Psychology; /intiiropblogy;

Demography;. Economics. -■; ,■■■;■

.. - . Second two years■-Licence en :

Sciences Eoonomiques; Economics; Political Science; Sociology.

Second tv.ro years Licence en . ..;.-..

. . AnthroTiologie Culttirelle; iinthrppology; Sociology; Social Psychology;

■ ■ . ■..-■■■. r Linguistics; Ciistomary hwu \ -. ' .-

yh-e Official. University..of the. Belgian Congo and &uanda-Urun<ii; - ,. :.;:i .

'■" ■ ' (i) 'Entry ' ' "" ' L:r: '': ; ■'" ;';' ■' ' '..''"'".:"['

The; same conditions obtain as for the University of Lp.vanium

;f'^-"-y; (ii) Degrees and Course

In the Faculty .of Philosophy and Letters^ four-year courses, are offered,.

. in tv/o stages, leading to.^tho following degrees: Licence en. Sciences Sooiales,

Licence.en Sciences Politiques et Administratives, Licence en..Scienoe: Ecasomiques

et Pinananoi^res. ..Licence en ibathro-pologie Africaine. Law,.courses .are ©Iso given.

in this Faculty. ■ ■ ■'■'"■

r:;.;t,.--.,?>..:-(ii|}. Staff -.and Students .', ;,..;.:■•-.; .vi\ ■ ' ' ;...-.. :.:":-:'--: .-! V* /!'

-" •■:■:■ ""■■■■-■■' "'"' There are'three'European'processors f6r;"Bconumipcs^Statistics arid"! Sociology,

'■■■■' •'; '"- -two Social iinthropology, one for Poiitical Science arid one for Public, Administration.

During the academic year 1958-1959 there were,.forty><ine students studying ■'■■■.'

the Social Science disciplines, iln increase of some 200^ is expected over the :

nest five years. Por the previous academic year the distribution of students
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was as follows:

. . . European- students ..African, students

....... , ■. ■ ■-■ 20 0

Social Sciences 1 . g

Commercial Sciences , . ' 16 ■ 1

(iv) Syllabuses- •'.■,-■■■■ ■■:■'-■■■

Syllabuses for all courses leading to, the;: above- degrees ^are1 ■"similar to «

.,■.. those .in the-University of. Lovanium. ■; .'■'■. .■.>..:■-, .,.

(v) Institues ■ ■ ' . -: '..:*..: ■' ■ - • '

'■■ ■•■"■''>"-:" ■ -There are'ho-re'searcn' institutes in the Social-■Scienc&s-attached to either

of the two universities. tPhere are, however,. the Institut tjout la Recherche

en Afrique Centrale (IHSAC) and the Centre d'Etudes des Problames Soclaux

Indigenes fCEPSl) at!'ElizabethvillR 'and Buka'vu. IRSAC"' has five research centres,

Lwiro in ICivu? Uvira in Tanganyika, Astrida at Ruanda-Urundi, Mabali inrEquateur^

and Elisabethville in ".Katanga. At present its research teams include two anthro:- '

pologist:^,! feo econdraists 'examining rural income structures in the Bas-Congo and

the economic structure of Luluabourg, In Ruanda-Urundi there.is^ane Sociologist

engaged oh an electoral study, an anthropologist working on cultural change, one

■'-■economist 'surveying .the economies' of urban'housing in Usumbura, 'and a demographer

Gpulati'on in the same tcrim."" In"the past the policy of the

- coai-cen-trsie on''b"as±c"L:d"e'mo:grap"n!tc':;T's'tudies'''In Ruanda-IJrundi and

d6biarr'an.throp<oi1ogy of -the■■ BaTjemba,' %almba,- Ba'tutela:peop'iesf'';^"; V

Studies V research workers attached to the Centre de Psycholo^ie appliquee

du Ruanda-Urundi and the Centre Scientifique et Medical de'.l:'TTnive'rsiile'-;-i}ibre de

en Afrique Centrale. e;fc. Leopoldyille,.. ;ar.e important for ...their investigation

5 ,e.?iuoational background and me.thods;pf selection of,Africans,for the medical :'

profession^ and this work is-being extended to recruitment for other occupations.

to- traaMttg in re'se-arch'is given at"these institutes.
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_< . . ■■• T&ere is, too, the..-Institut d.!J3tude's' Sooiale's, Elizabethville, tinder the

auspices. pi1 the Xnstltut de Soclologie Solvay, in Africa,'which has' ' ;

, distinguished itself. in the applied.sociology pi" community development.programmes.

Studies-accomplished as."basic research include: ■.& sociological study: of the

commune of Ruashi5 a sociological study of four Elifcabethville communes-, a

sociplogical enquiry into the Ngombe society in the Songandanga territory Knd

an ethnographic enquiry into the family structure of the Doko group -:and the

Kgombe. people. Other studies, have included those.done, "by research, workers from

. '_ ... the "Uhiyersite Officielleon .sociological theory and-native labour,.. There is

also a study in progress in. Ruanda-Tlrundi on.political relations between;

native society and administration with special emphasis on the use of native

'at government." Some Economics is. taught in the Instjtut

y'• vxm '•W''"fcheJ4nitituts-'de :S66icr6^ie.'""S6Jvay,. in

for the formation"'6f social workers* ■ " ■ ■ ' ■'■ ' "■ ' ■""""■:' ■"■;'■' '

.Basutoland; Pius XII University College

(i) Entry

Entry is through the local mission school at Rom&, run by the Catholic

mission. There is a preparatory year before a student may commence degree courses,

(ii) Degrees and courses

Three-year courses lead to a B.A. in Social. Sciences and include-as com

pulsory subjects Sociology, Social V/ork, Economics and Psychology, and as

optional subjects, .Anthropology, Psychology? Social Philosophy, Statistics and

Political Science. . .

(iii) Staff and Students

At present there are four. European professors, one African professor, one

African lecturer and two European lecturers for the above disciplines.
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... . During,the academic year 1959 there were 136 students reading Social Science

subjects, though.a greater proportion of these vms.In the preparatory- year, An.

increase, of 100$. is .expected over the next five years. Students are from the

English-speaking territories..of Southern Africa. No details of the College

syllabuses, are-available. ' . - ..-:.' '■■■, ■■.

Madagascar " " . . " ■ ■ ■ ' .■■."■■■■/■■.

illthough the full university is still in the planning stage, there is oxi

.Institut des Haut.es Etudes at Tananarive, including an Ecole Superieure de Droit

with one full-time professor, and about 500 students, : " '• .

'" ■■ There is also at Tananarive, affiliated .to the Office de la Recherch

Sci-entifique ef Technique Outre-Mar., "the Institut de Reoherohes Scientiflques de

Madagascar with a- staff of three,' including two .Ethnologists. ™ '™"~
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STUDY ABROAD IN TEE SOCIAL SCIMCES FOR AFRICANS

Local scholarships and "bursaries offered by African Governments,

missionary societies or private concerns, usually on the results of secondary

school examinations, enable African students to attend local or- regional

universities. Very few students depend solely.on private means. In addition, .

there are. numerous international fellowships and scholarships available in

Science or in Arts which may bo held abroad at European or American institutions.

It is not easy to determine what proportion of these could be used by students

wishing to study one or more of the Social Science disciplines, or, indeed,

■what proportion have been used for this purpose in recent years.1 International

scholarships are ustially highly competitive and limited^ and students going

abroad may have difficulty finding places in universities,unless they hold

such awards, or unless they have particularly good qualifications and are

well recommended. The factors dciExraining student migration arc many; and the

variables in the data relative to their distribution in past years are ■

incomplete,

Nevertheless, it appears that between 195.6 and 1958 - the last years

for which information is available - many continue to go abroad at 'Under

graduate level, even where local facilities exis.t. Either there are not

sufficient places (most tropical universities are residential) for. un&eu*-

graduates; or they already have degrees and are engaged in "post-graduate

work} or they go abroad because an overseas degree is rightly or wrongly

more highly valued, and in some cases easier to obtain.

The. United Arab Republic and Uorth Africa.

Egyptian students abroad,

France . ' '

United Kingdom

Federal Republic of Germany

Austria

Switzerland

Lebanon

1956-1957

370

279
254
205

83
50

Syrian students abroad.

Lebanon

Egypt

France

United Kingdom

Switzerland

Belgium

Italy .

1956-

495

.475
310

69
49
34
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Syria, Italy,,. .T^S.S.R.,

Belgium, Hctherlktasy-^rldia
Austria, India,

64 Netherlands, U.S.S.R, 14

■ It is;'not. possible, to say, except -in' "a^ few isolated cases (such as

France), what courses "those: students were engaged on. ' ■ ■ ■■'■■ ■■'

Of more significance, perhaps, is the number and origin of students

who came from various African territories to study in the diversities and

higher institutes of the United Arab Republic itself.

Foreign students at, gyp

universities -and institutions

of,higher education.

■ ■■■ . . ■■■■.1956.

Total enrolment '■

Foreign students

Origin' '• ''

Sudan .

Syria

"Jordan

Saudi 'Arabia ■

Libya . .-:,.:. ;■

Lebanon

Iraq ' :

,. Morocco :'

Tunisia

63,761

4,426

854
475

377
340

238

121

121

83

57
Ethiopia, Eritrea^ 30

(Stance, Greece, Indonesia,
Iran, Kuwait, Pakistan,

Turkey, Yemen, Palestinians)

Field of study; Letters 943

Law..;. 596

Social Sciences 626

Foreign students at the Syrian

university and institutions of higher
education. -.-.-.

1957

Jordan

Lebanon

Morocco

Tunisia

- ■: ■ . :=.-'.Egypt

. . Sudan

(France,1 Greece, India,
" Iraq-,-" Turkey, 'Yemen,

Palestinians, Bahrein).

Iran,

~' Letters

Lav/ ...■. .-■■■

Social Sciences

6,535

1,000

358

91
69
34
18

1

368

360

24
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.. : ' .The Social Sciences, Law. and Arts subjects were the most popular

subjects with students from other territories in the Egyptian universities

and institutions and iTith some 75!$ of the foreign students in Syria* The

proportion of foreign students from Libya, Horocco, the Sudan, Syria, Tunisia,

Ethiopia and Eritroa accounted for about 39f° of the total number of foreign

students in Egypt.

The Sudan. Apart from the 854 students in Egypt during the academic year

1956-1957j there were four Sudanese students in India and 107 in the

United Kingdom, ' "

Ethiopia and Eritrea* In the same period there were also 53 students from

Ethiopia and Eritrea in Europe and the United Kingdom.

Somalia. In 1959 there were 125 students from Italian Somaliland on

Government scholarships in Italy. Only 63 of these "were at higher institut

ions: one was studying Law, one .Political Science, and twelve Economics aar .

Commerce. ■ . .

Libya and 'Tunisia. Besides those.,in Egypt, 'there were a further 22 Libyan

students in Italy during- 1956-1957 an& 4 in the United Kingdom* There were

1,1'42 Tunisian students in Franco and 15 in Switzerland,

Morocco., There were 970 Moroccan students in Prance and 57 fromihe Spanish

zone in Spain, plus a few in Belgium? Switzerland and the United Kingdom.

The number'going to France Increased rapidly to 1,541 in 1958* Of these

7I6 were studying Law and 320 studying Letters, including 30 students

taking Commerce and 2 Statistics*1 ■■ '

West and'Equatorial Africa(3Pronch"speaking zone),- Madagascar* Students from

the African "'Republics- of the French Community or from. Guinea proceed to

higher studle's in France, In 1958 there were- at French universities

(.excluding departments in Algeria)-1,138 students from the French-speaking
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zone of West and Equatorial Africa, 492 from Togo and the Cameroons and

637 from Madagascar and the Comores Islands. Of these 904 were studying Law

and 338 were .studying Arts.

African Students in France, June 1958. . . ■: -

Country, Region Law Letters

French West Africa

French Equatorial Africa .:

Madagascar, Comores

Togo (French)
Cameroons (French)

350

77
280

56

, HI

146

51

. 73
20

48

The universities where these students were studying weres Paris, Aix

Besancon, Bordeaux,- Caen, Clermont, Dijon, Grenoble, Lille j-JLyqn.j/lIontpe

Nancy, Poitiers, Rennes., .Strasbourg, Touiduse. ■

Gambia,. Sierra-Leone, Ghana, Nigeria. The number of students going abroad

from Gambia is not known,; A few go to Fourah Bay College. In 1957 there

were 831 students from Sierra Leone abroad (including secondary school students),

Nearly all of these were :in the United Kingddm, Of those at universities

or colleges, -6Q were studying Law, '23 Economics and Commerce and 4' Public

Administration. Ghanaian students abroad in the same.year numbered 341>

■nearly- all of whom were. in:. the United Kingdom. There were about- 400 students

abroad from Nigeria, most of whom were studying Law or Medicine in the

United. Kingdom.

East and Central Africa. From the_ territory of Kenya in 1957 ■there were

1,328 students (including secondary school students) abroad. The majority

were A"sians-and Europeans;"1 186 only were Africans, " Over 800 vfere-in. the

United Kingdom^ 371 in India and Pakistan, 3 in South Africa and' 78 elsewhere.

There is no information on their courses of study^ From Tanganyika there

were 184 students at the University College of East Africa in Uganda and

41 at the Royal Technical College, Nairobi. There were also 252 students
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from Kenya in Uganda and 17 from Zanzibar, Kyasaland and Northern Rhodesia,

There were about 300 students from Southern Rhodesia in South African

universities, There was one student from the Central African Federation of

Bristol University, 4 at the University College .of Fort Hare, 4 at Pius XII

College in Basutoland, and one student studying Law in London.

Belgian Con^o. From the Belgian Congo the number of students studying

abroad hi Belgium during the period 1956-1957 was only 13- Since then there

has been some increase in this number, despite the opening of the two .

universities in the Congo. Students proceed to the State University at Liege,

the Catholic, university at Louvain, the Higher Institute of Commerce at .

Mons and the Higher Institute of Commerce at inyers. During 1959 there were

three African students enrolled at the Ecole des Sciences Economiques. an the

Institut des Sciences Eoonomiques Appliquees at Louvain, and ten African

students in the Ecole des Sciences Politiques et Sociales at the same

Institute. At the University of Bruxelles, 1958-1959? there were thirteen

African students taking courses in the Paculte des Sciences "Sb-cialea ■

Politique3 et Economiques. . Of these four were studying Political Science

and Diplomacy, two Political Science and Administration, three 'Economics..

and' Finance, and one Auditing. At the Institut de Sociologl.e,S,oIvay,

University of Eruxelles, there were two African students, ..as research workers,

assisting in .the study programme or African Politics. . ■

The Department of Statistics at Leapoldvillo sends .students to Belgium

for advanced training. In 1959 there were five employees from this Government

service at Belgian universities studying for Political and Social Science

degrees. Moreover, Belgian officials both European and African attend ■

six-month courses at1 the Institut National des Statistiquos .'et des -Etudes

Eoonoittiques in Paris where a special programme on statistical methods for

under-developed countries is arranged. ' Already sixteen European :officials

from:the Congo have benefitted from this trainings and it is intended to

send African officials when they are-sufficiently prepared.
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Portuguese Territories. During the.academic year 1956-1957 there were

67 students from Portuguese territories studying abroad; but.most of these

were Indians and went to institutions, in India. A few Portuguese nationals

from Mozambique.and Angola proceed to the universities of Lisbon, Coimbra

and Porto, Training in Economics and Statistics is.given in the Higher .

Institute of Economics and Finance at the Teclindcal .University of Lisbon- and

in the Faculty of Economics at the' University of Porto* Law graduates

from other Faculties are also employed, as economists in the Oversea Ministry

and in the Portuguese provinces abroad.' Bursaries and scholarships are

offered to students of Whatever origin, providing they have the entrance

qualifications, but there are few secondary schools in Portuguese Africa

which produce students..with the---baccalaureat or able to. pass, the university

entrance examinations. ' ■ -■-

Miscellaneous and Ih'ternational - Mong other opportunities for Africans . "

. wishing to train in Economics, and Statistics are 5

1. A six-month course which began for the first time in 1959, arranged

by the London School of Economics in collaboration with the British Council,

It is designed for experienced, loffisials from'oversea ministries -and

development corporations and provides■theoretical study and practical

observation of the British system of industrial financing and industrial

expansion.

2. .The Commission for Technical Co-operation in Africa South of the

Sahara has been concerned with establishing three African training centres

in the field of .Statistics. The-:;.first, .organized jointly with FAO and

concerned with Agricultural Statistics.was held inlbadan, Nigeria from

1 July to'5 September' 195\- Instruction was given in French and English-to ■■

42 students nearly all of whom were in.the employment of African governments,

The" second centre j/as organized by C.C.T.A., FAO-and the French Government

and was held at, Bingerville in the Ivory Coast,from 5 August to 4. October

1957. Instruction was in English and French to 48 students. The third
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centre organized in 1959 by the French Government was held from 6 July to
i ■. ■ ■ ■.

■ 15 August at Bangui,. Republique Centrafricaine,, ■ It was chiefly concerned

with Demographic Statistics, and its purpose was to provide training for

middle-grade officials in the organization of demographic surveys," with

particular respect to the i960 world population census. . Instruction was

given in French to 20 students.

3. United Nations : Technical Assistance Administration. Under this

programme Fellowships and Resident Fellowships in the field of economic

development are offered to senior officials with at least five years

professional or technical experience, or to junior officials withafc least

two years experience and recognized university entrance qualifications. Periods

of study are from throe to six months, or for one year in the case of junior

officials and the Fellowships are tenable in countries with an advanced level

of technical development. Special in-service training courses of six months

for African economists have been given since 19^8 at the United Nations

Headquarters in New York.

4- United Nations : Food and Agriculture Organization, Fellowships and

Scholarships are available in Agricultural Economics, and Statistics, for

three to twelve months or for up to two years, and are intended to be used

in connection with special Technical Assistance projects."

5. International Bank for Reconstruction and Dovelopment s General

Training Programme. Bursaries arc provided for nationals of member countries

of the International Bank for training in banking procedure for periods of

six months in the United States.

6. International Bank : Economic Development Institute". ' Officials

from member countries arc trained in the United States in the formulating

of economic policy and the administration of development programmes.
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' 7. ' International Monetary Fund* " ' One year courses are held in "Washington

to provide training for specially selected; officers in international monetary

and financial techniques, Balance of Payments, Economic Accounting and

Statistics, .Analysis of Economic Accounts and Reports, Candidates must have

a university degree, fluent English and must provide evidence of current

and prospective employment in a Bank or the Finance Ministry of their

country. - ' ■ .
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APPENDIX Y :

Bibliography of Sources Used* . .

I- Unpublished Circulars, , Reports"

"Association Internationale de Sociologie.' Projet de Rapport General sur

i'Enseignement de la Sociologie, le Psychologie et de 1'inthropologie Sociales,

presente par M. P.' de Bies Professeur a- 1'TJniveraite. de Louvain." (roneo)

28 July 1952. . .

Brausch,. G.E-J-B.,. 'L'Action en Afrique Bolge^de I1Institut.de Sociologie

Solvay.' (ron^o.) 1957-

'Institut de Sociologie Solvay, Rapport sur lets i^ravaioc effectues par

l!lnstitut du ler■septembre 1953 &u 50 jiiin 1954*! (roneo) 1954*

Messiha, Y/ahib. 'The. Teaching sf Economics in. Egypt.'. International

Economics Association Conference, 1951* (roneo),. 1951*

Hations Unies. Conseil Sconomique et Social. Commission Economique pour

Premiere Session, Comptes Rendus ikialytiques. E/C!f,14/19» Addis Ababa..

___ :_ Programme de Travail et Priorites,

Memoire du Secretaire Executif. v S/CK/

'Eoyaumo du Maroc,-Minist&re^ de 1'Economie Rationale.. . Ecole Internationale

des Sciences Economiques et des Hautes Etudes Commerciales,T (roneo.) Rabat)

le 7 mars 1959*' ' • ' ■"■■'-■ ;.:■■•''■""■'■■"■ ■--

'Teaching of Sociology and Social Anthropology in- Bgypt1, Report by Professor

S.A. Husayyin and Dr. H. El-Saaty. (r-on-eo-limited), ITnesco,' 4''March 1952#

II. Published Reference Material,

African Labour Survey, "International Labour Office', : (Geneva, 1958). ■

Commission for Technical Co-operation in Africa Sou'th'of the Sahara, Social

Science Inter-African Conference', (Bukavu, 1955)*
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Current School iWolmcnt "St^^ ' '

"Information Statistiquos. Supplement au.Bulletin. Officiel de l'E&ucation

Rationale, nars 1959? no. 14 (Paris, 1959)* ■ ', "■ '

'international Handbook of Universities, The International Association of

"■Universities. (Paris," 1959).- " '' ■ ■ " :

International Repertory of Insitutions conducting Population-Studies. Reports

and Paper1 "in'the Social Sciences, "STo* 11, "1959. [ UNESCO, 1959)- ■ ■':

Inter-Univorsity Organizations, 1957- International Association'of

Universities, (1957)-, : .....

■ Scientific ...Council for,Africa South of t£e Sahara. Directory of Scientific

Institutes,'Organizations and Services.in:.Africa South of the.Sahara, Ho. 14*

n.d. : :"

.-■ ■ ■. ■ ..■_--_;,:-■-. --.Research in the^ Social'Sciences in

Africa South of•the Sahara So.7. (1954- ' ' ■'

Study iVbroad, X? 1958-1959 .(. WESGQj 1958-)v:-. .."■■.-■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ '

,111, Published. Reports and Calendars* .. ' ■

Addis Aba"ba University College. (Addis Ababa, 1957).■ '■ ""■ ■

'Balme, .:D. Report "by the Principal, University College of the Gold Coast,

-1948-1942; Otehdmota, I955O-"' .■■■:-".!.■.. ".. ... ■ '■ "■■; ..

Colonial Office. Colonial Research-,. 1.957-1958. Cmn;d. 591... (London, 1958).

Higher Education in Sast Africa, Colonial l\o. 142. (London, 1957)-

Higher Education' 'm East Africa. Joint White Paper* Government' Printer o

(Entebbe, 1958):.' ■ ■ ■ ..,■■■: ■ . ■;

Inter-University-Council for'Uighar'Education Overseas, -1-946-1954. Cmd. 9515'

(London, 1955). '
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Jack, Professor D.T., Sierra Leone Government, Economic Survey of Sierra Leone,

Government Printer. (Sierra Leone, 1958)•

Kampala. Makerere College, Uganda. Calendar .1951• (Kampala, 1951)•

Kumasi College'-of Technology. Calendar, 1959* (London, n.d.)

Sflakerere" Collegej The-University College of "East Africa. Calendar, 1958-59*

The Nigerian College of Arts, Science and Technology. Calendar, 1958-59

(Zaria, n-.d,).1 : ' ^'h;i ■■■■"' -.-"'.. .■ ■: . ■ ■ ■ ■-. : .

Report of the Commission on Higher Education in West Africa. Cmd.

(London, 1945). ■ . . ;

Heport of the Working Party on Higher Education in East Africa, July-August

1958« Government Printer. (Nairobi, 1959)-

Re"publiq-ue Arabe Unie. Ministere de 1'Education, Happort sur le mouvement

educatif pendant I'annee'scolaire. 1-957-195&.- (LeCair'ej 195'8)«

■■Hho'des-Livingstone- Institute for .Social Sesearch.- :Dire:c'tor's Report for the

Year Ending 31st March-1956. (Lusaka, 1958).:-v •■/.-,;' ■;:.--.. . ■■ .

United Arab Republic.' Ministry of Education.--Educ-afibii--in-Modern Egypt,

(Cairo, 1958),

Universite d'Alger. Livret de 1'Etudiant en Broit, Annee Scolaire I955-I956,

■(Alger,'1955).'; ' "' 'v" " ■ ''■■" ; ' ': ' " ■ ■:^v;" "

Universites du Congo Beige et du Ruanda-Urundi. (Bruxelles, n.d.). " ■ ■"" '

University College of Fort Hare. Calendar 1959., -n-.d- ■ "

University .of Khartoum. Information about- the .University and living

conditions, n.d. :- ■ . ■ • . . ■
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University of London. Scheme of Special- Relation--with Makerere College, the

University College of'East Africa*. Regulations. (London, 1958)•

;_.'-. , .. -.Scheme of Special Relation with

University College Ibadan. . Regulations. (London, 1958)-

■ ■ , .. _ __ Scheme of Special Relation with

the .University College of Ghana. Regulations. (London, 1958)-

Universite.de Paris. Livret de 1'Etudiant, 1957-19.58. (Paris, 1957)'

IV* Published Books and Articles

T'Enseignement des Sciences Sociales en France. UNESCO • (Paris, 1953)*

l'Enseignement de 1'Hygiene et de la Sante Publique en Europe. (Geneve?1958).

Federal Nigeria, vol.. 2,. no. % (Lagos,

International. Students Service. -. The Place and Problems of Higher Education

in British Tropical Africa, .; (Oxfor.d, 1950).

Kimble.r David. Prqgre-ss in Adult Education. " (Achimota, 1950) •

Meynaud,. Jean, La Science Politique au IXe, Siecle. (Paris, n.d.)-.

Robson, W.A. The University Teaching of Social Sciences. Political Science.-

TMESCO* (Paris, 1954)*

Les Sciences Sociales dans 1'enseignement superienr. Administration Pu"bliq.ue,

(TKSCO, 1-958) .-■■■.- ■■ ■ ■ ' ' ■■■■'■ - :-' ■

■ ;■ ■ -.;.; .-■-, 'i.-<-U .■.-.::■ ,:— - ■ ■ Sociologie, Psychologie

Sociale et Anthropologie Culturelle . (UNESCO, -1954)--
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The Teaching of Social Sciences in India. (jDKESCO , 1956).

The Teaching of Social Sciences in the United Kingdom, (JlfflSCO , 1953)?■ ■

The University Teaching of Social Sciences. Demography, (TINESCQ 1957)»

.The University Teaching of Social Sciences. Economics. (JJKBSCO , 1954)«

The University Teaching of Social Sciences. Statistics, fclffiSCO s 1957)?

Wood, William', E. Higher Education in Libya. (1955) •

Association Internationale des Universites. Bulletin, vol. VII, 1959>

no. 2 (Paris 1959)•

Civilisations, Vol. U£., 1959* No.l.

P.E.P. Colonial Students in Britain. (London, 1955)•

Hourani, Cecil, 'The Future of Universities in the Arab World'. Science

and Freedom, no. 12 (Manchester, 1958)*

.Mellanby, Kenneth.. The Birth of Nigeria's University, (London, 1958).

'University Education in Central Africa1, Nature, 29 May 1954?. 29 January 1955.

'l'Universite de Dakar', l'Education Africaine, no. 48, 1959? PP- 2>-27.

Veale, D. 'Africain Universities', Corcno, July 1953-


